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ALONG MIDDLE PATH
Watson Fellowship winners bound for Europe
seeking ancient languages, classical guitars
In ancient times the Celtic
language was spoken throughout
Europe, from Britain to Asia
Minor. But during the Roman
conquest Celtic yielded to Latin,
and by the 5th century A.D.,
Celtic had virtually disappeared
from continental Europe. Now
in 1983 strains of the Celtic
language still survive in the
British Isles afld French Brit
tany. Kenyon senior Andrew
Huggins, thanks to a Thomas
Watson Fellowship, will in
vestigate how and why these
languages remain alive. He also
hopes to begin research on a
historical novel about Saint
Patrick.
Huggins' quest begins this
summer in Connemara and
Dublin language schools where
he will learn the rudiments of
Irish Gaelic, one of four con
tinuing Celtic tongues along
with Scots Gaelic, Welsh and
Brettin (Two other variations,
Cornish and Mangse are now
extinct.) Huggins will then
travel to "gaeltachts"—small
communities along Ireland's
western coast where Gaelic is

still spoken; visit a bard on the
Isle of Scultay, and later venture
to Scotland, Wales and French
Brittany.
It was five years a^o that
Huggins first went to Ireland and
was entranced by the language
and history of the island. Also in
high school he began the study
of Greek, and at Kenyon con
tinued this interest as a classics
major. His fascination with
Greek myth led to a rekindled
curiosity about Irish myth, and
thus his Watson proposal.
Huggins says that Irish
Gaelic is now kept alive by
government support and that
someday the language may die.
Still Gaelic continues as a vital
source of contemporary Irish
literature, rich in magic and
wonder. Huggins estimates a
world-wide readership of Irish
Gaelic to be about a million
people. The novel Huggins is
working on, however, he says
will "definitely be in English."
In the fall of 1984 Huggins
will resume his study of classics
at the University of Illinois. And
he will continue his creative

New scholarship
named in honor
of Bill Thomas
The unhappy news of Bill
Thomas's death (see obituary,
page 29) prompted friends and
fellow alumni to seek an ap
propriate way to honor his
memory at Kenyon and to
perpetuate his loving concern for
the College. Thomas '36 left a
successful business career in
Cleveland in 1958 to serve
Kenyon College.
Many ideas for a Thomas
memorial were considered, but
the final decision to establish a
Kenyon scholarship in his name
seemed the most fitting. A
scholarship fund enabling
students to attend Kenyon will
carry on both the warmth of
Bill's relationships to people and
the strength of his dedication to
the Kenyon tradition. The next
issue of the BULLETIN will carry a
fuller report on the establish
ment of the scholarship.
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writing, deepened by an in
timate
understanding
of
Europe's first, and enduring
language.
Tim Englert has always liked
to work with wood. Over
Christmas vacation, during his
freshman year at Kenyon, he
decided to build a desk. But
before he got started, a friend
brought over a new classical
guitar. The desk plans were
shelved.
"I instinctively knew I
wanted to build classical guitars
and I went out and bought a
book on how to do it." When he
returned to Kenyon he stacked
his room with wood.
But this initial flurry of
enthusiasm faded. "I was in way
over my head. Even a year later I
hadn't gotten very far."
So last summer Englert
attended the Guitar Research
and Design Center in South
Stratford, Vermont. There he
hand-built two guitars, one
steel-stringed,
the
other
classical (an intricate system of
bracing inside the body of the

guitar, qualifies it as classical).
Now the recipient of a
Thomas Watson Fellowship,
Englert will spend one year,
based in England, but also
traveling throughout Europe,
learning about and building
classical guitars.
Though he comes from a
musical family, Englert says he
has no talent for playing the
guitar. "I did try to learn," he
insists. But his gifts are meant
for other hands. "I love classical
music. I create so others can
play.'
In Europe Englert will not
only create guitars but he will
also investigate and construct
five historical instmments, all
ancestors of the guitar: the lute,
bandore, orpharion, vihuela and
cittern. The craftsman will
study with various luthiers
(instrument makers) in England,
France, Spain and Germany.
Englert says he plans to
attend law school in 1984 but
that he also intends to build
unique hand-made guitars all his
life. ' 'I hope this becomes a welldeveloped avocation," he says.
He also suggests he'd like
someday to try his hand at
furniture design. He may build
that desk yet.
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Classicist Andy Huggins [left] and Tim Englert with the first classical guitar he built.
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Philippine resistance leader questions
U.S. support of Marcos dictatorship
Jovito Salonga, a modem
hero of non-violent resistance,
visited Kenyon for a week this
spring. Gentle and unassuming
in manner with a warm light in
his eyes, Salonga is the leader of
the Philippine Liberal Party,
opposing the Ferdinand Marcos
dictatorship.
Now in exile in the United
States, Salonga says he will
return to his native land, where
arrest and imprisonment are
likely. These prospects do not
frighten him—"I have been in
jails before,'' he says softly.
During the Japanese oc
cupation of the Philippines in
World War II, Salonga, then 21,
joined the resistance movement.
He was captured, tortured and
sentenced to 15 years of hard
labor. Because of a Japanese
custom to release a prisoner on
Emperor's Day, the luck of a
lottery freed Salonga from
military prison after several
months.
He
immediately
rejoined the resistance.
After the war Salonga
decided to devote his life to the
cause of international law. He
was graduated first in his class at
the University of the Philippines
Law School, earned advanced
degrees at both Harvard and
Yale, and returned to the
Philippines in 1949. His country
was still rebuilding from the war
and testing its resiliency as a
new republic.
The Philippines consist of
some 7,000 islands and were
orignially populated by migrants
from Borneo, Sumatra and
Malaya. In the 16th century the
islands were conquered by
Spain. Spanish injustices,
bigotry and economic op
pression
provoked
sporadic
uprisings and finally, in 1896, a
full-scale revolution that spread
throughout the major islands. At
that same time the SpanishAmerican War broke out. U.S.
land forces and Philippine in
surgents together defeated the
Spanish. The revolutionaries
declared
independence
and
established the first democratic
constitution in Asia.
But independence was a
mirage; the Philippines were
transferred from Spain to the
United States by the Treaty of
Paris in 1898.
In succeeding years fierce
guerilla warfare was waged
against the United States, with
casualties far surpassing those of
the Spanish-American War.
Eventually the revolt was
quashed, but it bitterly divided

the American people.
In was in 1935 that the
Philippines were recognized as
an American commonwealth
and 11 years later, after World
War II, as a free republic. This
time it was not a mirage, but it
was not to last.
The 1950s and early 60s
were a peaceful and prosperous
time for the Philippines. During
these years Jovito Salonga taught
and practiced law and was
elected a legislator in the Liberal
Party. One of his colleagues was
Ferdinand Marcos, who later
switched parties (trying to
persuade Salonga to switch with
him) and was elected president
in 1965. That same year Salonga

was elected as the Liberal
Party's ranking senator and also
named chairman of the foreign
relations committee.
The late '60s were a time of
great civil disorder; rule by
Marcos was "rife with brutality
and corruption." In 1971, at a
Liberal Party rally, Salonga and
other opposition speakers were
bombed with grenades. Several
were killed; Salonga was
clinically
declared
dead.
Somehow he recovered; to this
day he carries more than 100
grenade splinters in his body.
Marcos declared martial
law in 1972 and in the following
years Salonga took up the legal
defense of many opposition

Yet Salonga did win one
political case. His own. In
October of 1980, Salonga was
arrested by Marcos without
investigation and without
charges, in connection with a
bombing incident. Salonga and
his wife were eventually allowed
to leave the country.
During his years in exile
Salonga has taught at Yale,
completed a comprehensive
book on international law, and
has spoken to American
audiences about his coun
try—and theirs.
That is why he came to
= Kenyon. With polite dignity,
S never raising his voice, Salonga
| explains why the Marcos dic
tatorship would not last another
day without military and cor
porate support from the United
States.
But Salonga is a moderate
man, not a zealot. He has been
to China and Russia and East
Europe and "I have seen enough
of communism around the
world. It is intolerable to me. I
am thankful for the freedom the
United States has provided me."
Soon Salonga will return to
the Philippines. "It is not fair to
be here so many thousands of
miles from my friends who are
suffering." His alleged criminal
case is still pending and it is a
possibility Salonga will be sent
to a concentration camp.
Showing the grenade wounds on
his arms and hands he says
simply, "I'm not supposed to be
living anymore, anyway."
Salonga's fervent hope is
that moderation, rule by law and
resistance
will
non-violent
someday usher in a new
democratic era for the Philip
pines.

•
:

leaders—independent publish
ers, journalists, priests, nuns,
students. "Of course I never
won." Salonga smiles ruefully,
acknowledging the quixotic
practice of law under a military
dictatorship.
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Jovito Salonga

KFT season features two world premieres
Kenyon Festival Theater's
1983 summer season will
feature world premieres of two
plays. Hitchin' by Lewis Black is
a hilarious wedding-day drama
with one bride and two
prospective grooms. Stem of a
Briar by Beddow Hatch is a
poignant comedy set in 1940s
Texas. All performances will be
in Kenyon's Bolton Theater.
Hitchin' will run from June 14July 9 and Stem of a Briar from
July 19-August 20.

2

KFT artistic director Ted
Walch said both plays have
potential to reach Broadway. He
also affirmed—"It is vital that
we become a place where ex
citing new American plays can
be staged." Earlier this year KFT
awarded a $25,000 playwright
prize to Christopher Durang
(Sister Mary Ignatius Explains it
All To You.) KFT will have first
option on Durang's next play.
Also this summer mime
Gregg Goldston will give solo

performances on August 6, 7, 13,
14. And the Pirates Cove
"comedy cabaret" will again
showcase the offbeat satire of
the Paranoids, a New York
improvisational troupe.
Last March KFT opened its
first winter season in Columbus
with a production of David
Mamet's A Life in the Theater
starring Orson Bean.
For information on any KFT
event, call (614) 427-4511.
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Wayne Tompkin, a physics and philosophy double major, tests the laser he built.

Rehabilitation doesn't work;
what about retribution?
One conclusion from the
1983 Public Affairs Conference
Center: Americans are angry
about serious crime. They have
lost faith in rehabilitation; they
want felons punished swiftly
and appropriately.
A second PACC con
clusion: Americans aren't
willing to pay the price.
For four days in April some
20 jurists, scholars and jour
nalists debated the practical and
philosophical questions of guilt
and innocence. And it was made
clear that the science of
criminology
has
shifted
profoundly in the past 15 years.
Although a dissent or two
was voiced, the overwhelming
majority of PACC participants
agreed retribution—making
criminals suffer for their
new
crimes — has
gained
professional legitimacy, while
the notion of rehabilitation has
fallen into disfavor.
Walter
Berns,
resident
scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute for Public
Policy Research authored a
PACC essay (one of four
specially
commissioned)
opening the argument for
retribution. He contended
criminologists are only now
accepting a view that won public
acceptance years ago. He
suggested most citizens respond
angrily in the presence of crime
and identity with the victim,
while intellectuals—until a few

Spring 1983

years ago—typically felt more
compassion for the criminal
than the victim. Berns argued
that anger can be as virtuous as
compassion, and often is
necessary in a society of laws.
Retributive punishment, Berns
concluded, is the response to the
anger that is properly aroused by
crime.
Nearly all PACC par
ticipants also agreed conditions
at most American prisons are
and
deplorable—overcrowded
violent. This reality disturbed
some far more than others.
All agreed that constructing
additional prisons, complete
with elaborate security systems,
is fantastically expensive. The

cost of building a single cell in a
single prison was estimated at
between $40,000-$60,000, about
the pricetag of an average
American home. Are taxpayers
willing to subsidize such
massive
construction?
The
PACC consensus was not
favorable. It was also noted that
few politicians, no matter how
vigorous their stance on law and
order issues, are likely to ad
vocate prison expansion to their
constituencies.
So with the national mood
swinging from rehabilitation to
retribution; with prisons already
overcrowded; with little im
petus to build new ones—the
fate of criminals is becoming
increasingly dismal these days.
For various reasons, most of
the PACC participants agreed
—it's about time.

The lights were turned out
in the basement of Samuel
Mather Hall as Wayne Tompkin
demonstrated his senior honors
project to a small group of
Kenyon physics faculty and
students. The demonstration
was an unqualified success. The
laser worked the very first time.
There in the basement
darkness, Tompkin's hydrogen
laser emitted powerful pulses of
ultraviolet light in waves of a
single frequency, phased and
traveling in the same direction.
Though ultraviolet is invisible
to the eye, its fluorescence could
be clearly detected.
According to Associate
Physics Professor Peter Collings,
the new laser has important
long-range benefits to Kenyon's
science departments. "This is
very much a working apparatus,
with a variety of applications."
For instance, Collings intends to
use the laser in his own liquid
crystal research ("I've always
had to go elsewhere for my laser
work.") and he says the new
equipment also lends itself to
experiments in photochemistry.
Presently the College owns
only a few low-power heliumneon lasers that emit only red
light. Collings said the new laser
will eventually be used to
"excite" a dye laser which
generates light over the whole
visible spectrum. Such a dye
laser, far less sophisticated in
design than Tompkin's, will be
built by another Kenyon student
next year, Collings reported.
Tompkin is a philosophy
and physics major. After
graduation he will continue his
study of optics at the University
of Rochester.
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Among PACC participants were Kenyon alumni Jeffrey Sedgwick '73 [left] and Bob Boruchowitz '70
[center). Also shown is Sheldon Goldman.
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The White Suit
wears well
A sparkling season of
student theater at Kenyon in
cluded the English-language
premiere of Alonzo Alegria's
The White Suit. Alegria, a
Peruvian
playwright
whose
dramas have captivated world
wide audiences, is currently a
visiting professor with the
Kenyon drama department.
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The White Suit has never
been performed in Peru. It
premiered in 1981 in East
Germany, where Alegria's plays
have
gained
astounding
popularity.
Another Alegria
work, Crossing Niagara, has
been produced no less than six
times in East Germany, and also
in Austria, Switzerland, Japan,
Israel and the Soviet Union.

-/ "

One of the playwright's
ongoing fascinations is the
ethics of journalism. He has just
completed a new play, Daniela
Frank, written in English and
based somewhat on the Janet
Cooke-Washington Post con
troversy.

!

I f jj

The White Suit has had a
curious history. Alegria wrote
the play in 1970 in Spanish as a
modern parable. "In 1976," he
said, "I decided to totally revise
the play, to give it a political
theme." Set in a small Peruvian
fishing village, The White Suit
examines what happens when
local rights conflict with
national and corporate power.

The White Suit made its
debut in a third language,
English, with Alegria directing.

| Track, lacrosse
marks highlight
sports season
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Acclaimed Peruvian playwright Alonzo Alegria teaches drama.

Humor as a subversive act; celebrating Svejk
The Svejk Society of the
United States—some two dozen
scholars with a devotion to
political satire—celebrated the
100th anniversary of the birth of
the great Czeck humorist
Jaroslav Hasek on April 23 here
in Weaver Cottage. The setting
was appropriate since the Svejk
Society was founded at Kenyon
two years ago.
Hasek's experiences as a
soldier in World War II inspired
his famous novel, The Good
Soldier Svejk, a blistering satire
on the Austrian military
bureaucracy and an enduring
anti-war masterpiece. Through a
series of ludicrous adventures
the good-hearted Svejk lays bare
the ultimate folly of modern
warfare. Many Svejkians see

4

Hasek's hero as a comic
prototype, later to appear as
Yossarian in Joseph Heller's
Catch 22 or as one of the
M *A*S *H regulars.
According to Roy Wortman,
Kenyon history professor and
ardent Svejkian, the Kenyon
celebration included "speeches,
a paper or two and considerable
amounts
of
bonhomie,
camaraderie and drinking of
Czeck beer."
In connection with the
Kenyon tribute, the Hasek cen
tenary has been acknowledged
by
the
United
Nations
Education,
Scientific and
Cultural
Organization
(UNESCO) which recently
passed a resolution honoring the
Czeck satirist for his "eminent

contribution to the ideals of
peace and understanding be
tween peoples."
And Hasek's homeland has
been the scene of international
symposia and various exhibits
honoring the beloved author.
Just published is a book of Hasek
quotes, Svejk is Conquering the
World with added quotes from
various cultural and intellectual
leaders from all over the world.
Also now available is Sir
Cecil Parrott's latest book,
Jaroslav Hasek: A Study of Svejk
and the Short Stories from
Cambridge University Press.
Finally, in November the
University of Michigan will host
a three-day conference on Hasek
and Kafka.

Individual record per
formances in lacrosse and track
highlighted Kenyon's winter and
spring varsity sports program
and reflected the use and importance of the $6 million ARC
complex and its modern training
facilities.
Two sophomores, Brian
Bohn (Exeter, N.H.) and Chris
Russell (Upper Arlington, Ohio)
reaped headlines in the men's
lacrosse and basketball cam
paigns with outstanding scoring.
At tackman
Bohn
established two Lord lacrosse
records in the 4-8 campaign by
notching 11 goals in one game
and 42 in a season, feats that
appeared to make him the
NCAA Division III national
scoring champion with a 4.3per-game average. Bohn's 11goal spree in a 21-7 victory at
Mount Union erased the former
Lord record of seven and his 42
in nine games bettered the old
mark of 34. Bohn missed three
games due to injuries.
Russell's scoring, 445
points, was the main thrust of
the 5-20 Lord basketball season
and earned him all-OAC honors
and Kenyon's MVP award.
After finishing second to
host Ohio Wesleyan in the Ohio
Small College women's indoor
championships, the same group
of Ladies established nine
Kenyon records during the
outdoor track season and
finished third in the eight-team
Centennial Athletic Conference
meet, a two-day affair in
McBride stadium.
The Ladies foursome of
freshman Bea Tara Huste (New
York,
N.Y.), sophomores
Marguerite Bruce (Cleveland,
Ohio) and Krissann Mueller
(Streator, 111.) and junior Ann
Batchelder (Gambier, Ohio)
qualified for the 1983 NCAA
Div. Ill women's national meet
by setting Kenyon records in the
400 and 1600 meter relays
(49.86-sec. and 3:59 in the 400
and 1600, respectively).
Other Ladies records this
spring were: Shot put, 32' 10"
by Megan O'Donnell (Bay
Village, Ohio); long-jump (16'
9.5") and 100-meter hurdles
(15.52-sec.) by Mueller; 100dash (12.3) and 200-dash (26.1)
by Bruce; 10,000-run, 47:58.27
by Dale Slave (Chevy Chase,
Md.); 800-medley, 1:51.46 by
Hu st e-Mueller-Bate he lderBruce.

KCAB
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The beat goes on: Men win fourth
NCAA title; women also sparkle

After setting Wertheimer
fieldhouse marks in 800-meter
and 1000-yard runs, John (Chris)
Northup (Parkersburg, W. Va.)
posted a Lord record in the 800meter run (outdoors). Northup,
Dave Breg (Southbury, Conn.),
Jim Balliett (Mansfield, Ohio)
and Fred Barends (Columbus,
Ohio) set a Lord 1600-meter
relay mark; Balliett, Barends,
Pat Shields (Garfield Heights,
Ohio) and Matt Miller (Pitt
sburgh, Pa.) notched a 400meter relay record, and Shields
set a mark in the 400-hurdles.
The Lords were third in the
GLCA outdoor title meet and
eighth in the 14-team OAC
championships.
Wendy Eld
(Bernardsville, N.J.), Jennifer
Ash (Palm Beaph, Fla.) and Ross
Miller (Wooster, Ohio) were
consistent scorers in Lady and
Lord indoor track meets.
The Lord tennis team won
two of seven dual meets and
finished second in the Kenyon
Invitational and fifth in the OAC
championships, The Ladies
tennis team completed a 5-7
campaign; the Ladies lacrosse
team had a 3-4-1 record; the
baseball team finished 1-16; the
Lord golf team competed only in
multiple matches and was ninth
in the OAC title meet, and the
Ladies basketball team struggled
through 16 games without a
victory.

§
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Todd Clark and Karel Starek.
Lord swimmers won an
The Lords, needless to say,
NCAA-record fourth straight
cruised to their 30th straight
Division III swim title. Kenyon
Ohio Conference title earlier in
crushed a field of 77 colleges and
the season.
universities with an awesome
display of depth and front-line
Kenvon's Ladies, winners
talent scoring a meet-record
of a seventh consecutive Ohio
3361/2 points, ahead of secondSmall College title went on to a
place Claremont-Mudd, 194,
190-point fourth place finish in
and
third-place
Williams
the second annual NCAA meet
College, 183.
for women, held a week before
Senior co-captain Chris
the men's championships, in
Shedd (Natick, Mass.) was j Canton. Winner Williams
Kenyon's dominant performer at
College
accumulated 330Vi
the meet, which was cohosted in
points and was followed by
Canton, Ohio, by Kenyon,
Hamline University, 286,
Denison and Case Western
Pomona-Pitzer,
214,
and
Reserve. Shedd earned All
Kenyon.
America honors in six events,
Kenyon's strongest entrant
bringing his career total to 23.
was freshman D. Nadine Neil
He set a new NCAA record in
(Portage, Mich.) who collected
the 200-yard freestyle (1:39.57),
two seconds and a third in
also won the 100 freestyle, and
breaststroke events.
participated on two recordsetting Kenyon relay teams.
Other All Americans at the
In ail Kenyon had 16 men
meet included seniors Anne
winning All American honors.
Vance and Beth Birney, juniors
They were seniors Shedd, Jack
Anne Batchelder, (who set a
Emens, and John Robrock;
national record in the 50-yard
juniors Steve Neri, Michael
freestyle prelims) Amy RentSolomon, Brian Horgan and
scheler and Rose Brintlinger;
Peter Loomis; sophomores Sam
sophomores Renee Pannebaker,
Taylor, Joe Pegues, Chris
Maria Ferrazza, Christine
Cunningham, Stuart Gutsche
Heggie, Karen Agee and Amy
and John Callinan; and freshmen
Lepard; and freshmen Claire
Jim Born, Jeff Prosswimmer,
Howard and Jenne Tummell.
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Kenyon swimmers Karen Agee, Chris Heggie and Julie Creal brought a touch of genial mischief to the
national championships.
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Kenyon names
grid, cage coaches
Kenyon's football, baseball,
basketball and golf programs
will be guided by new coaches
next season. Athletic director
Jeffrey Vennell announced that
Larry Kindbom has been named
football and baseball coach, and
Bill Brown basketball and golf
coach. They succeed Tom
McHugh and Jim Zak, respec
tively.
Kindbom, 30 has been
assistant football coach at the
University of Akron the past
four years, piloting both the
offensive and defensive backfields.
A Bangor, Maine native,
Kindbom attended Kalamazoo
College from 1970-74. There he
competed in three sports,
football, wrestling and baseball,
and earned a B.A. in political
science. In 1975-76 he coached
at Kalamazoo while he earned a
master's degree in physical
education at nearby Western
Michigan University.
Bill Brown, 32, was head
basketball coach at the College
of Wooster last year and was
assistant coach on A1 Van Wie's
final Wooster team in 1981-82.
Prior to his Wooster years,
Brown was assistant basketball
coach at Muskingum College
from 1977-81. At Muskingum he
also coached baseball and crosscountry.
Brown was a student
assistant coach at Wittenberg
University, where he earned his
bachelor's degree in business
administration in 1973. In 1977
he received his master's degree
in health and physical education
from Miami University and was
a graduate assistant with the
basketball program.
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I would like to hold the slenderei
one in my aims,
Foi she has walked over to me
And nuzzled my left hand.
She is black and white,
Her mane falls wild on her
forehead,

FEATURES

James Wright Celebration
breaks into blossom

And the light breeze moves to
caress her long ear
That is delicate as the skin over a
girl's wrist.
Suddenly I realize
That if I stepped out of my body I
would break
Into blossom.

by PHILIP D. CHURCH
Professor of English
/V

n old professor of mine remarked once
that he imagined that when poets got to
heaven—because all poets go of course to
heaven—and were asked what of all beatitude
they most desired, they would say, "An
honest and sympathetic reading of my work."
St. Peter is supposed to have replied, "Good!
Because that's the only reason you're here."
To which one of his colleagues, overhearing
the remark, replied, "In your case, Professor,
that's the only place your poems might ever
be read." Ah, the professorial wit! Mere earth
is too scanty a domain to comfortably contain
it. That was, in truth, the first time I had
heard that my professor was a poet. Years
later, I chanced to discover that his colleague
was, too, which illuminates that "might."
Frankly, I have trouble imagining very many
angels sitting around listening, all ears, to
either one's poetry, but that's neither here
nor there. The anecdote bears on my subject
only a little. The gist of my old professor's
remark is surely true enough, and if Kenyon
College is not quite heaven, yet, James
Wright received here, March 25 and 26, that
"honest and sympathetic reading" which he
earned not in any poet's heaven, but on the
earth, in the Midwest, the Ohio of his birth,
even though he died in New York City three
years before to the day.

Where they have been grazing all
day, alone . . .

The lines are from Wright's
'A
Blessing," the poem chosen as a kind of
greeting and epitaph—actually more like a
talisman—of the "Celebration." If the
weather was not exactly "midwinter spring"

There is no loneliness like theirs
At home once more,
They begin munching the young
tufts of spring in the darkness.

c2

James Wright, Pulitzer prize-winning
poet of Martins Ferry, Ohio, and Kenyon
College.
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Two who love Wright as a man and as a
poet are fellow poet Galway Kinnell
[left) and Gene Pugatch '54.
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It was truly a remarkable event, this
James Wright Celebration. Such kinds of
collegiate celebrations, especially the literary
ones, so often hasten toward the very brink of
bathos, leaving poet, poems, and all per
spective in their wake. But this one moved in
quite the opposite direction, steadily back to
where it and poet and poems came from—the
heart, I am tempted to say. Friends, readers of
the poems, family, a place, a time—we
simply gathered, talked of Jim, his feelings,
his poems. Mostly, we listened to the poems.
The "celebration" was enacted with taste,
style, modesty, friendliness. Really, you who
could not join us would have been proud of
the old place. Another poet said of yet another
poet who, like Wright, was "hurt" into
poetry, "The works of a dead man are
modified in the guts of the living." Actually,
that's what sort of happened. And altogether
fittingly, too, because that's the kind of
poetry Jim Wright gives us. Quietly, truly
felt:
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Twilight bounds softly forth on the
grass.
And the eyes of those two Indian
ponies
Darken with kindness.
They have come gladly out of the
willows
To welcome my friend and me.
We step over the barbed wire into
the pasture

During the weekend celebration
Wrigh t's widow Anne placed her
husband's voluminous papers on
extended loan in Chalmers
Library. Here she is photographed
with poet Robert Bly. L
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in Gambier, it was the best of Marches.
Philomathesian was where we gathered on
Friday afternoon to hear E.L. Doctorow speak
of his memories of Wright at Kenyon. But it
was what they call a flash crowd at a stadium.
Friday afternoon, and the students showed
up. We all walked across campus to the
Biology Auditorium, and that filled, over
filled. You couldn't get in the doors.
Doctorow spoke of Jim Wright and the
Kenyon of 1952. For the students it must have
been like learning the family history at the
kitchen table—the old stories. Like, the first
hippie appeared in full costume and war
paint, beads, sandals, the works, atop Old
Kenyon in 1952. Baying at the moon!
Kenyon: all men, the fraternity boys, and
then the "out-of-its," and James Wright, 25
years-old and a Korean War veteran, from
Martin's Ferry, Ohio. Wright the talisman,
the sachem, the king of the clowns; their
support, their ^ champion, their friend.
Doctorow's friend. How Wright would listen
to, pick up on, remember their first ex
cursions into self-expression, into self, into
growing up, into Mount Vernon over the
Bishop's Backbone before it became a bushleague autobahn, pushing a stalled
automobile up its curvature to drift
collegiately down into town. Wright, who sat
rapt m communion with Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, and who compiled, amassed,
gathered, created . . . wrote ... a 273-page
senior English essay on Dickens, or Hardy,
and had it returned for "revision." How
Doctorow, just a kid, far from home,
somehow in the middle of Ohio, just
beginning to taste the words on his tongue,
jumped into a pile of leaves and lifting them,
wafting them like Eliot's children at the
lotus-pool
in
the
unseen
rosegarden—"hidden
excitedly,
containing
laughter,"—Doctorow discovers to his friend
James Wright that "the leaves are falling! The
leaves are falling." And finally, 28 years later
in a hospital in New York, when Doctorow
comes to visit a poet who could not speak for
dying, Wright traces out the words on a pad of
paper for his friend—"The leaves are falling.
The leaves are falling." A last greeting.
w o the students maybe learned
v3 something about a poet, something
about the spirit, the roots of Kenyon, and
their Kenyon, but most of all something
about friendship and loneliness and even
love. "That if I stepped out of my body 1
would break . . into blossom." Wright's
wife, Edith Anne—Annie—was there, and
would that evening at Bolton Theater present
the College with the long-term gilt of
Wright's papers. Since Wright kept
everything, according to his wife, the range
and inclusiveness of the material is yet to he
fully discovered. Peter'Stitt, of the University
of Houston, who is Wright's official
biographer, returned in May to begin the task
of collating the papers, which apparently
contain everything from high school poems,
to college class notes, to journals, to an
notated manuscipts of his poems.
Doctorow's reminiscence—unaffectedly
personal, with that perspective, that objectivity which is the note of true feeling - set
the tone for the whole weekend. Another
friend appeared, this one more unabashedly
and openly moved. Dr. Eugene Pugatch '55
expressed what it meant to be an awkward,
very young kid at Kenyon who was befriended
by the older Wright. As it chanced, for no one
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knew Pugatch would speak—certainly not
that he would perform a shuffle dance (about
which he and Wright as students had ob
viously found an iconclastic relief and
delight, "Sam, Sam, The Sanitary Man")
Pugatch and Doctorow in tandem completed
a picture, a portrait of the College in the '50s.
Without intending here any characterization
of either Doctorow or Pugatch themselves, I
felt that together they rather embodied the
two sides of James Wright: burly, earthy,
sometimes at a loss for words because of
emotion; lean in language, urbane, watchful
and subtly detached. It seemed all right, even
iust right. Something essentially Kenyon
came through, and a connection was made
between two student bodies which could see
themselves as, in this perspective,
recognizably one. Perhaps.
TJ riday evening was for the formal poetry
A reading in the Bolton Theater. Surely,
here was to be the time, the place, the oc
casion for that lapse into the too formal, too
staged and self-consciously dedicatory
manner which such literary events, such
proclaimed celebrations, almost ineluctably
become. On a stage not lighted in the least
dramatically, with a set still in unfinished
two-by-fours and plywood, with blocking
chalk-marks on the stage floor, Robert Bly
and Galway Kinnell read a selection of Jim's
poems. They dispelled that atmosphere of
pious rectitude and bemused profundity
which—for me at least—is the grave cloth of
poetry readings. Quietly, without much
dramatics, they let the poems come through.
But Bly unpacks his lyre or some kind of lyric
instrument. Personally, whenever I see a poet
reach for a guitar, my spine sprouts barnacles.
He's going to start prancing and singing! He
played, picked, chanted a couple of poems so
carefully and beautifully to that lyre! 1
remember that moment as the particular
highlight of the whole celebration. Bly found
an underlying expressive cadence in the
poems that the voice in reading cannot quite
sound. Just how clearly lyric that poetry
really is came through. Annie presented the
papers and, as I recall, read a poem. There was
no pretension, no attempt to sanctify the
event, none required. No lights dimmed, no
tears shed over the poet who wrote:
The

arbors of the cities are
withered.
Far off, the shopping centers empty
and darken.
A [red] shadow of steel mills.

What is the poetry like, really?
Emotionally complex; clear in words and
utterance; at times actually visionary in
perception, in image and metaphor. 'A
Blessing" is fairly characteristic, with its
closing realization of how close the poet is to
an immersive communication with things-intheir-natural-places, natural beings at home,
alone with that joy of belonging, that love not
of desire but of fulfillment. Wright's
poems—or many of them—yearn tor, ap
proach, that state of ecstatic communion.
Often his own bulky body seemed to block
him off from achieving it. In other poems, he
expresses those moments of terror, even
despair, which rise in one's throat with the
equally sudden realization that such a
communion is impossible and that the earth,
or river, is all grave or sewer. In contrast,
then, to the vision of liberation and com-

munion and blossoming in "A Blessing," are
these lines of another kind of communion
with shame and death in "At The Executed
Murderer's Grave:"
(Open, dungeon! Open, roof of the
ground!)
I hear the last sea in the Ohio grass,
Heaving a tide of gray disastrousness.
Wrinkler of winter ditch the rooted
face
Of Doty, killer, imbecile, and thief:
Dirt of my flesh, defeated, un
derground.
Robert Hass and David Smith are both
established poets who have, along with Peter
Stitt, written of Wright's poems and their
common humanity of love and anguish. The
three men made up a panel or symposium in
Philomathesian Hall. Again, the tone of this
Saturday morning "critical appreciation" was
of knowledgeable, shared understanding of
the poems, and of the poet's search, quest,
and of his courage. Mainly, the poems were
read; they were not analyzed, dissected and
left in pieces. There was no tone of
superiority of critic over poet. It was, indeed,
a shared reading, for Bly read again, as did
Kinnell, and Annie, and Dr. Pugatch until he
came to lines too close, and Hass quietly
finished the poem for him. The emphasis was
a bit more on the side of the "Executed
Murderer's Grave," on the anguish and even
the moods of self-hatred which pursued
Wright and kept him forever of the earth and
the merely human. More on that side, than
on the side of the moments of blossoming and
visionary radiance. That's probably where the
emphasis should be, finally. Besides, in some
sense, the poet this morning, this weekend,
had already come home. With his words, his
feelings and his friends.

A

t the same time, though, Wright's sense
of Kenyon as a "home" was always
ambiguous, if not actually ambivalent.
Gambier has always been the place you didn't
altogether mean to come to, and the place you
were reluctantly happy to leave. I suppose
that qualifies after all as home.
Let's end, here, with a few more lines of
the poetry, then. This one for his brother,
Tack.
All this time I've been sticking into
my own words
The beautiful language of my
friends,
I have to use my own, now.
That's why this scattering poem
sounds the way it does.
You 're my brother at last,
And I don't have anything
Except my brother
And many of our waters in our
native country,
When they break.
And when they break.
They break in a woman's body,
They break in your man's heart.
And they break in mine:
Pity so old and alone, it is not alone,
yours, or mine.
The pity of rivers and children, the
pity of brothers, the pity of our
country which is our lives.
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"IJ hilo and Nupi—their memories
JL now linger only in the names of
the former meeting rooms of the
Philomathesian Society and the Nu Pi
Kappa Society on the second and third
floors of Ascension Hall, but their
great impact on the cultural and
social life of Kenyon College ex
tended over 125 years.
The papers of these venerable
societies arc now safely preserved in
six file drawers in the Kenyon College
Archives, but for many years they lay
neglected in a battered old trunk in
the attic of Ascension Hall, and were
finally unearthed by students erecting
a 1916 "wireless telegraph" aerial.
The collection kicked around the
Library unsorted until the late
Professor W. Ray Ashford put the Nu
Pi Kappa papers in order and the late
Professor Philip W. Timberlake '17
did the same for the Philomathesian
memorabilia.
Browsing through them is a rich
exposure
to
Kenyon
tradition.
Included are minutes from 1827 to
1899; constitutions; library records;
letters from famous men (e.g. Prince
Albert, John Quincy Adams and
James Buchanan—to cite a selection
from just the A's and B's) accepting
honorary memberships; and a great
series of formal diplomatic com
munications between the two
societies illuminating the bickering
which took place between them. All

8

Philo and Nupi
The vigor of
their great debates
reverberates still
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by THOMAS B. GREENSLADE '31
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through the old papers we find notes
and signatures of Kenyon men who
were destined to become key figures
in United States history—men such
as President Rutherford B. Hayes;
Edwin M. Stanton, Lincoln's
Secretary of War; Guy M. Bryan, U.S.
Senator from Texas; Supreme Court
Justice Stanley Matthews; and
Lincoln's campaign manager David
Davis.
The records of the societies
provide a fascinating insight to the
academic life of the nineteenth
century. Lor example, former Kenyon
Librarian Wyman W. Parker once
wrote an article on "The College
Reading of a President" based entirely
on Hayes' withdrawal records from
the Philomathesian Library.
Page 1 of the Philomathesian
minutes begins with, "At a respec
table [what else?] meeting of the
students of Kenyon College on
Thursday, May 10, 1827, for the
purpose of forming a Society, Mr.
Nathan Stem was called to the
chair. . . " This was at Worthington,
even before the College moved to
Gambier in 1828. On the Hill the
meetings took place in the log cabin
dining hall just north of the present
Chapel, and blasts on a horn sum
moned the members.
Soon after this came dissension,
in the College and in the nation.
Kenyon at that time had a con-

College Archivist

siderable number of students from
the South, and the political issues
which were to come to a boil in 1861
were causing fiery debates which tore
Philomathesian apart. The first page
of the Nu Pi Kappa record book tells
what happened, as viewed from the
Southern side:
wTVej. ftjj
In consequence of the
misjudged and censurable
conduct of certain members of
the Philomathesian Society; a
party spirit was excited,
dividing the Society into
Northern and Southern, and
making it advisable, and almost
necessary, for individual im
provement, and well being of
the whole, that a separation
should take place.
The secession took place on June
23, 1832. A.T. Bowie of Prince
George's County, Maryland tossed a
coin with S.A. Bronson of Columbia,
Ohio, later President of Kenyon, for
the name Philomathesian. Bowie
lost, and the new Southern society
became Nu Pi Kappa.
Thus began an interesting
relationship between groups of young
men whose families were already
aroused by the issues which finally
erupted into Civil War. The ex
changes between the two were gen
tlemanly. Communications preserv
ed in the papers are phrased in very
formal language: "beg leave to
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present you with a gift ..." and
"your valuable and present polite
note ..."
"P y 1840 the number of Southern
J3 students at Kenyon declined to
the point that Nu Pi Kappa was
threatened with extinction. To save
the
society
members
of
Philomathesian were to be "per
mitted to volunteer to aid the Nu Pi
Kappa Society (if necessary) in the
performance of duties, until such
time as they should have members of
their own sufficient to discharge the
same. Provided that not more than 10
be permitted to volunteer." So 10
members of Philo went over to Nupi,
thus saving the society. After this
time the societies were not divided by
geographical or political lines.
During most of the nineteenth
century Philomathesian and Nu Pi
Kappa were the backbone of social
and cultural activities on the Hill.
College life was grim in those days.
There were no organized athletics,
few outside speakers, no drama, very
little music, no dances, no parties as
we know them today—none of the
activities which are important to
present day students. The literary
societies provided gathering points
for exchanging ideas and practicing
the arts of speaking and writing. For
many years each group contributed an
orator to speak at commencement.
Occasionally there were joint
meetings: for example, in 1834 the
societies came together for an
"exhibition"
consisting of six
orations.
Without the libraries of Philo
and Nupi, students in the early days
of the College would have been
severely handicapped by lack of study
materials. Appeals by Bishops Chase
and Mcllvaine had brought con
tributions of hooks from the United
States and England, mostly on
theological subjects, but for books of
a secular nature the students for 60
years depended on the libraries of the
societies. Together their libraries in
1836 contained more than 2,500
volumes; in 1872 nearly 10,000. In
1881 these collections were merged
with the college library; some of the
hooks are even today in frequent use.
Both Philo and Nupi had
quarters in the basement of Old
Kenyon until the building of
Ascension Hall in 1859. Much of the
"business" of their meetings in early
days consisted of discussions on how
to obtain better heating, light and
ventilation for these cold, damp and
musty rooms.
Spring 1983

The plans for Ascension Hall
were drawn by the eminent Irish
architect William Tinsley, who also
designed "Kokosing," the so-called
Bishop's Palace, now owned by
Professor Galbraith M. Crump; the
Quarry Chapel; and Clifford Place,
the Steamboat Gothic residence next
to the Alumni House, now the home
of Dean and Mrs. Thomas J. Edwards.
Incorporated into the Tinsley plans
for Ascension Hall were rooms for the
two societies on the second and third
floors of the middle section.
Immediately the old animosities
flared again: both groups preferred the
third floor—there would be more
privacy. The controversy was
resolved when committees from both
societies put their signatures on a
very formal document agreeing to
decide the choice of rooms by lot, but
first stipulating that whichever
society occupied the upper room
must place carpeting or matting on
the floor to avoid annoyance to the
society below. Again there was a coin
toss to determine the choice of
rooms, with Nu Pi Kappa winning
and choosing the third floor room.
Professor Timberlake wrote many
years later: "I might add the
following evidence regarding the
annoyance of one society by the
other. Nu Pi Kappa did not carpet its
hall, at least not before Philo had sent
a note of protest. In my own days one
of our Philo meetings adjourned to
repel an attack by Nupi which began
with snowballs through our win
dows. Finally, I recall that when Nu
Pi Kappa could not assemble more
than three or four members for a
meeting, they would go noisily past
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The insignia keys of Nu Pi Kappa and
Philomathesian debating societies
were donated to the Kenyon archives
by John Franklin Correll '28. Correll
somehow managed to belong to both
groups at the same time. It's not
surprising he later went on to a
brilliant career as a diplomat.

Philo's door on the old wooden
staircase, then tiptoe down, and go
noisily up again. After several
repetitions they would then send
down to Philo and ask for some extra
chairs.'
Although Ascension Hall has
long been considered one of Tinsley's
best buildings, its real architectural
gems are Philomathesian and Nu Pi
Kappa Halls. When the College
completely renovated Ascension in
1927-28 all the beautiful woodwork
in these rooms was carefully
removed, repaired or replaced, and
reinstalled. At this time a slip-up may
have occurred: the wooden busts of
Bishops Chase and Mcllvaine, which
are shown in an 1870 photograph to
he in Nupi, are now in Philo.

s

oon after World War II a lack of
faculty office space forced the
College to partition Nu Pi Kappa Hall
into small offices, used mainly by the
Department of English. The tem
porary walls did not damage the
woodwork, hut the juxtaposition of
plasterboard with beautiful woodcarving was definitely an eyesore. So
it was a great relief to those ar
chitecturally sensitive when new
quarters were recently established in
Sunset Cottage for the English
professors and another renovation of
Nu Pi Kappa was undertaken with the
help of a federal grant. By 1980 all
traces of the temporary offices had
disappeared, the floor was refinished
and a fine oriental mg laid, a beautiful
antique chandelier and other con
forming light fixtures were installed,
and furniture in character with the
architecture of the room was
procured. Nu Pi Kappa is now an
elegant study room.
During the twentieth century
the rivalry between the societies
became a mere tradition. The groups
managed to survive for a short while
after World War II, hut during the
lethargic period which seemed to
pervade Kenyon during the late 1950s
interest waned, and both societies
eventually expired.
Philo and Nupi now exist only in
memory and tradition. Yet, it is a
worthy tradition. Much of Kenyon's
growth came through Philomathesian
and Nu Pi Kappa. The societies
provided the social hubs of student
life. They established the first
libraries. It was through their fum
bling efforts that the Collegian was
founded. They kept alive an enviable
interest in things intellectual. Best of
all they taught their mem
bers—perhaps
by
their
very
•
quarrels—tolerance and justice.
9

How Paul Radin discovered the secret
rites of the Winnebago Indians
by RUSSELL P. GEIGER
Visiting Professor of Anthropology
enyon's Anthropology/Sociology
Department this year com
memorates the tenth anniversary of its
founding. Little noticed in the ob
servance is the fact that Kenyon 30 years
ago—from 1946 to 1952—was the parttime home of one of America's foremost
anthropologists, Professor Paul Radin.
To discover Radin in Kenyon's past is to
the anthropologist what knowing of Paul
Newman or John Crowe Ransom is to
others.
On this occasion, it is appropriate
to acknowledge the special pride Kenyon
may rightfully claim for its affiliation
with one of anthropology's most out
standing scholars.
Radin was a bit strange, but about
his fame there is no doubt. Radin died in
1959 in New York City. In the same year
Culture in History, a collection of essays
written in honor of his 75th birthday,
was published. Its contributors, 53 in
all, comprised a virtual who's who in the
world of anthropology, including such
diverse people as Claude Levi-Strauss,
Leslie White and Robert Redfield. From
outside the field were philosophers Paul
Tillich and Mircea Eliade. There have
been more famous anthropologists, but
none have received a tribute of such
depth, from so many quarters, as did
Paul Radin.
During his half-century career,
Radin published more than 100 articles,
dozens of reviews (several of them in the
Kenyon Review) and some 30 books, a
few in German and two in Spanish. As
lengthy as his bibliography is, his em
ployment record strikes one today as
indicative of a man who either can't
keep a commitment, or can't make a
friend. He never taught anywhere very
long, and it seems certain no one has
taught at a wider array of institutions
than he did—from experimental Black
Mountain College in North Carolina to
orthodox Oxford in England. Other
teaching appointments included Yale,
Mills College in Oakland, Cambridge,
Manchester in England, Michigan, Fisk
(where he may have first come in con
tact with Ransom, who was then at
Vanderbilt), universities in Switzerland,
Sweden and Germany, and after Kenyon,
Brandeis.
But, of course, he was neither
friendless nor fickle; rather it was the
case, as described by a lifelong colleague,
10

that "Paul Radin's charm gained him
every interesting job in the country." It
would seem, in the world. Radin suc
ceeded in a discipline where there has
never been a great demand for teachers.
In many cases, such as at Kenyon,
teaching appointments were created
especially for him.
Radin came to Kenyon at the urging
of John Crowe Ransom, for reasons
related to some of Radin's literary
"discoveries." President Gordon
Chalmers, to whom Radin gave an
autographed copy of one of his books,
now on a shelf in Chalmers Library,
essentially brought into being a
department of anthropology with Radin
as its sole member. When Radin left, the
department disappeared, and
was
replaced in the following year's
catalogue with the department of air
science and tactics. (In an interesting
twist of history, anthropology replaced
Air Force ROTC in the catalogue 20
years later.) According to the registrar's
records, more than 200 Kenyon students
enrolled in at least one of Radin's three
courses—"Cultural
Anthropology,"
"North American Indian Civilization"
and "The Literature of Primitive
Peoples."
What kind of a teacher did they find
in Radin? It seems he was too much an
anthropologist not to have some mild
idiosyncrasies. For example, he never
came to terms with modern techniques
or technology; he could not, or would
not, learn to drive a car; he was illadapted to routine and contemptuous of
administrative trivalities. Pedagogically,
he is described as "one who entertained
a fine impatience for the drudgery of
school teaching," preferring to instruct
in a manner that was "informal and
often caustic." Radin might encounter
some difficulty with today's student
evaluation forms. But it was a different
era.
\ lso, teaching has always been a
xVcraft in which substance prevails
over style; and Radin had substance. A
central theme in Radin's work, ex
pressed most clearly in his now muchneglected classic Primitive Man as
Philosopher, was his attempt to portray,
even celebrate, what he maintained
were the intellectual accomplishments
of certain members of primitive
societies. He called these people
"thinkers" who, by temperament and
life experience, were given to analyzing

and reflecting upon the materials of the
common tradition, giving it coherence
and abstraction. Radin had discovered
the intellectual in primitive culture, a
place no one before him had thought to
look. John Dewey once suggested that if
Radin's understanding here was even
approximately correct, it would demand
"a thoroughgoing revision" of
everything we had come to believe about
the relationship between philosophical
speculation and the history of
civilization. The "thinker" for Radin
existed everywhere and, in fact, predated
civilization. While others in their
primitivist sentimentality were willing
to grant savages nobility, Radin had
discovered among them enlightenment.
That would most certainly have entered
his teaching.
So would have the firebrand
position he took on method in his dif
ficult The Method and Theory of
Ethnology. In this he took his stance
against those in anthropology who had
adopted the new social scientific
thinking of the day. Radin thought of
himself as an historian, almost a
biographer, of primitive cultures. He
opposed, on humanistic grounds, all
those theoretical "isms" which had
come to dominate anthropology during
his career. To Radin these neglected
both history and the individual.
Anthropology, he believed, is the study
of specific societies and particular events
as created and experienced by unique
individuals. "This particularly," he
wrote, "is the essence of all history."
What we might make of it all in our
speculative flights is just another event.
Radin's Kenyon students must have
heard him recite his famous reponse
—published in the Kenyon Review—to
the "psychologistic abstractions" and
"sociological platitudes" of the new
anthropology; "Some two generations
ago," he began, "the great historian
F.W. Maitland declared that an
thropology would very shortly have to
choose between being history or
nothing." The new anthropology had
made its choice, thought Radin.
"Refusing to become history, an
thropology has become nothing." Late
in his career, he could afford to teach
that.
' I 1 here is at least one other thing
JL Kenyon's students would have
heard from Paul Radin: the story of, and
stories from, his fieldwork. Most an-
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thropologists are, for good reason,
hopeless anecdotalists. Anthropological
careers are made, not on the heights of
philosophical speculation, but in the
pits of fieldwork. Whatever happens to
one as an anthropologist, happens first
in the field where one encounters
members of other cultures. What
happened to Radin is the stuff of which
legends are made. And what happened to
Radin in the field ultimately brought
him to Kenyon.
It was the summer of 1908 on the
eservation of the Winnebago Indians in
astern Nebraska. Radin was 24 and
moiled in the graduate program at
olumbia. His plan in traveling to this
•eservation was simply to record the
ustoms of these Indians before their
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Radin, a giant
anthropology, taught at Kenyan
1940s.
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traditional culture completely disap
peared. But what he discovered, quite by
accident, was the meaning of everything
he was later to write. He produced 10
books on the Winnebago, a virtual
monument to their dying culture. His
command of their language, and his
respect for their traditions, have few
parallels in the history of ethnographic
investigation. Radin and the Winnebago,
if no longer quite synonymous
since the coming of the recreation
vehicle, were in fact so for half a cen
tury.
For the Winnebago 1908 was a time
of cultural collapse, religious ferment
and social conflict. At the heart of the
crisis was the Peyote Cult, a quasiChristian, vehemently anti-traditional
Spring 1983

religious movement which was gaining a
foothold among the Winnebago. Central
to the cult was the ritual use of peyote
(an hallucinogenic substance) which
enabled the foretelling of the future.
Radin, notebook and pencil in
hand, arrived on the reservation with a
letter of introduction to a partially acculturated bilingual "quarterblood"
named Oliver Lemere, who was known
to an Indian acquaintance of Radin's
back East. Lemere was related through
marriage to one John Rave, the
charismatic and devoutly religious
leader of the Peyote Cult. Rave and
others in the cult, including Lemere and
his father, saw in Radin a chance to
further the cause of their movement. No
one like Radin had ever appeared before:
he had an unusual talent for learning
their language and a peculiar willingness
to know esoteric and very traditional
things. The plan emerged from a vision,
They would convince someone of
stature in the traditional community to
reveal to Radin secrets of the most
sacred ceremony of the old, but still
widely adhered
to,
Winnebago
religion—the ceremony of the Medicine
Rite. To reveal the Medicine Rite to a
stranger, to a white one at that, would
surely convince the "pagans" how
totally ridiculous it all was. It would
reveal the powerlessness of the
traditional ideas and would ensure a
flow of new conversions to the religion
of the "peyote eaters."
They found Jasper Blowsnake, a
well-known middle-aged practitioner of
the Medicine Rite who had begun only
recently to attend meetings of the new
cult. He hadn't yet been "baptized" into
it, and was not at all certain of his desire
to become so. He was asked repeatedly
to talk with Radin but without success.
"Then suddenly," writes Radin, "with
out any apparent reason, Blowsnake
consented and was brought to me. He
told me he was prepared to tell in detail
of20thcenury iete ceremony, that he wanted
comp
t
in he wanted
m) rcmu nerationi and that
Oliver Lemere to be my interpreter."
Blowsnake had had a vision.
TJ adin, of course, had no idea what
-IV he was about to learn, but they
began the work immediately. Before
Blowsnake started, however, he told
Lemere to inform Radin that, according
to native belief, and as revealed in the
Medicine Rite itself, there were dangers
surrounding what they were doing:
"Someone would die."
Blowsnake's dictation, recorded by
Radin in Winnebago without trans
lation, took two months, working every
day—more than three hundred hours in
all. Then, as Radin explains, "The day
we finished, I received a telegram from
New York, telling me that my father had
become seriously ill and was not ex-

pected to live. I hurried home im
mediately. My father died within a few
days . . ."
Radin returned the following
summer in order to secure the trans
lation and the secondary, esoteric in
terpretations of the rite which only
Blowsnake could give. But the latter, on
hearing of Radin's return, had fled in
"great fear and trepidation" over the
tragic death of Radin's father which he
felt had occurred as a consequence of the
preceding summer. Radin pursued him
in "a buggy with two white horses,'' and
found him, "his face pressed against the
window pane," in a nearby farmhouse.
Radin's persistence and sudden ap
pearance on the white horses convinced
the understandably distraught Blow
snake that Radin "must have been sent
by God," and that "the telling and
translation of the Medicine Rite is my
mission in life."

T

his was the first authentic, and
deeply dramatic, epic narrative
ever to he obtained from a preliterate
culture. The Medicine Rite tells of the
world's creation, its meaning for
humankind, and, as traveled by every
Winnebago in order to be reborn, the
"road from life to death," which is the
title of the book in which the Medicine
Rite was finally published in its entirety
in 1945. John Rave became the subject of
Radin's The Religious Experience of the
American Indian. The brother of Jasper
Blowsnake told his life's story in the
still famous Crashing Thunder. Oliver
Lemere remained for many years Radin's
interpreter and translator. These men
and others Radin came to know all
belonged to the Peyote Cult in a
situation of cultural marginality and
religious fervor. Studying them gave rise
to such notions as "the religious tem
perament" and the person given to
"reflecting on the meaning of tradition"
and, hence, "the thinker." But it is the
Winnebago culture itself, as revealed by
these men, that pervades his work: the
understanding of fate, morality,
freedom, personality, sex and god as
expressed in what Radin discovered to be
the distinctive "literary works" of this
culture. Such works were, he held, "the
achievement only of men who have
thought deeply on the meaning of life,
who possessed the artistic skill to ar
ticulate their vision and the leisure in
which to do it, not to mention an
audience that was willing to accept it."
Radin is gone and so is the Win
nebago culture which inspired his
career. But through Radin Kenyon's
students of years ago became extensions
of this audience. And that is the
meaning of his work, the reason he was
invited to Kenyon, and the still
meaningful measure of a worthwhile
n
field of anthropology.
11

Never knowing your next patient —
Life in a hospital emergency ward
by TOMMY EHRBAR
Bulletin Writer

D

r. Edward "Mel" Otten'73 sounds
too good to be true, almost like a
TV doctor. But this is all true.
Otten is an emergency medicine
(EM) specialist, a healer, teacher and
researcher in the vanguard of his field.
He did not get there the easy way. After
Otten
couldn't
high
school
afford college so he joined the army and
became a medic. This was 1966. He was
sent to Vietnam, where he helped save
many lives—American as well as
Vietnamese — in the 1967-68 Tet
Offensive. In hours of respite he read
Dickens, Tolstoi and Dostoevski. Otten
worked his way through Kenyon on the
GI Bill and some half dozen campus
jobs. As a physician he has made hairraising dashes in front of onrushing
traffic to swoop children from harm's
way. He doesn't smoke; he doesn't
drink. He is a self-confessed exercise nut
who once, for a day, was appointed Jane
Fonda's bodyguard. He blushes when
you ask him about it. Otten lives with
his wife and two boys no more than a
mile from his old ethnic neighborhood
in Cincinnati. His salary is less than half
of most MDs' and he knows he'll never
own a yacht. He couldn't care less. And
finally, in 1983 Dr. Mel Otten still
makes house calls.
'T* hrough the doors of the emergency
-L entrance of University of Cin
cinnati Hospital pass some 80,000
patients every year—the wounded in
body and spirit—stunned, sick, shocked,
aching, overdosed, suicidal, psychotic,
burnt, poisoned, broken, bludgeoned,
knived, shot, mangled, dying. This is a
grisly arena of pain and suffering, life
and death. Now on this April day the
emergency ward, never much for
aesthetics, is more cluttered, and noisier
than usual. Carpenters hunched over
saw-horses hammer away on a

rem odeling project that has displaced
many patients from examining rooms to
gurneys parked in the corridor. Under
stark fluorescent light patients wait
while nurses, doctors and technicians
move through the commotion with the
measured assurance of a point guard. An
ambulance, announcing its arrival with
manic shrieks, pulls up to the entrance.
Dr. Otten is here too; he is in his
element.
' I * here is little glamor in emergency
JL medicine, nowhere near the cachet
of neuro-surgery, organ transplants or
genetic engineering.
Until a few years ago it would have
been unthinkable for a young physician
with talent and drive to seek an
emergency room position. In fact such
an assignment was often deemed a kind
of punishment or exile.
University of Cincinnati Hospital
was the first medical institution in the
United States to endow EM with
specialty status. That was in 1970 with a
single EM intern. Now in 1983, the
hospital's EM residency is recognized as
the finest in the country and has already
received
more
than
600
ap-

"Quite often
the patient
will tell you
what's wrong
if you'll
just listen."

plications—many from students at the
most prestigious medical schools—for
eight available positions. This last
statistic is all the more remarkable
coupled with the fact that 36 teaching
hospitals now offer full-fledged EM
programs.
Without question EM is the fastestgrowing speciality in contemporary
medicine. Why? Dr. Otten, who studied
EM at Cincinnati and now teaches and
practices there, isn't really sure. He says
simply, "To me this is real medicine,
it's life and death. This is why I became
a doctor."
Direct action, not speculative
musing, is Otten's style. But let me
advance some parallel developments
that may help explain EM's sudden
popularity and esteem.
To begin with, in the past two
decades, the nature and scope of pre
hospital care have changed profoundly.
Para-medicine was virtually unheard of
20 years ago. Now, paramedics, EM
technicians,
fire
department
and
emergency squad personnel, disaster and
civil defense planners have raised—in a
quantum leap—the quality of emergency
services nationwide, in big cities and in
small. This in turn has increased the
demand for highly trained EM
physicians.
Then there is the well-known,
much-lamented demise of the family
doctor. In many ways this revered
branch of medicine has been reborn in
EM. Like a general practitioner, an EM
specialist must possess capacious
diagnostic talent, be able to recognize
and treat the gamut of illnesses that
flesh is heir to—diabetes, venereal
disease, stomach flu, cardiac disease.
Frightened children, the comatose
elderly, those baffled or depressed all ask
for
understanding
and
care.
Additionally, EM requires swifter—
often splitsecond—diagnosis than is
required in general practice, and deals
more with acute pain and trauma, and
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less with preventive medicine. Also,
although not commonly known, EM
specialists follow up their cases attending to their patients in hospital
rooms or homes. In emergencies, and
after, the personal touch of the physician
endures.
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llif el Otten, age 35, does not look like
J.j JLa professor of medicine. With his
close-cropped hair, compact build and
quick athletic movements, he resembles
the stereotypical Marine or a cop; but
the look is softened by an engaging
smile. Otten loves teaching, challenging
interns with fast-paced Socratic inquiry
as a patient's case is discussed.
"Medicine is an art, not a science, and I
think this is the best way to teach it.
The students have the knowledge within
them. I just help bring it out." Otten and
his students also confront the ethics of
abortion, life-support decisions and
other vexing dilemmas of emergency
medicine.
Otten believes it essential that
doctors listen to their patients and not
bring in their own observations too
quickly. "Quite often the patient will
tell you what's wrong if you'll just
listen. You also have to he wary of
jumping to conclusions, fust because a
man is brought in unconscious from an
auto accident with a lump on his head
doesn't mean he is unconscious because
of a head injury. He could he suffering
from a heart attack that preceded the
accident."
At Cincinnati, Otten is also a
leading envenomation researcher and a
regional authority on snake, spider and
insect bites. "There was a void in this
area when I arrived so I filled it," he says
simply.

o

Dr. Mel Otten '73 directs the emergency medicine residency program at University
of Cincinnati Hospital.

Spring 1983

tten lives a few miles from the
hospital and until three years ago
he commuted by bicycle. In fact, until
three years ago he did not know how to
drive a car. "I could walk or cycle
wherever I wanted to go," he explains.
Rut life was made more complicated

13
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shortly after the birth of his first child
and he didn't think it was fair that his
wife should be responsible for all family
transportation. While Otten was waiting
to take his driver's test a little girl was
bumped by a car. Otten raced over,
checked her injury, calmed the child,
called an ambulance, went back and
passed his license test.
On another occasion, in front of his
home, Otten heroically dashed in front
of traffic to save the life of a child, and
through some sort of medical
providence, he also appeared at the scene
of a school bus collision and provided
immediate treatment for injuries. He's
not boastful about these feats, but he
does admit to special protective feelings
for the very young. These feelings have
their origin in Vietnam in the late 1960s.

P

rice-Hill a Cincinnati neighborhood of German and Irish
Catholic families is where Otten was
born and grew up. At age 10 he was
taken to a hospital to have his appendix
removed and became entranced with
doctors and medicine.
But after his high school graduation
in 1966 Otten could not afford college.
Instead he enlisted in the United States
Army and trained as a medic. It was in
Vietnam that Otten's medical vocation
crystallized as he accompanied troops in
the massive Tet Offensive of 1967 and
68.
Pandemonium
reigned and
casualties were heavy. "I tried to save as
many lives as I could, American,
Vietnamese, anybody who was hurt."
He remembers with horror seeing an
orphanage full of children obliterated by
mortar fire. "That sight stuck in my
mind for a long time," Otten says in a
whisper. "Even years afterwards I had
recurring nightmares about it." He
pauses, "You know, everyone is
frightened by something. For me it's a
child hurt or suffering. I guess I react
viscerally to that damage of innocence."
And so, still in his teens, Mel Otten
learned something about the practice of
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emergency medicine, learned literally to
work under fire. Also on the Asian
battlefield he was confronted with
tetanus, leprosy and a host of other, rare
diseases.
During hours of rest from the war
Otten read volume after volume of
classical literature. And after his
discharge, though he was certain about
his goal of a medical career, he wanted to
get the best liberal arts education he
could. Aided by the G.I. Bill, Otten
enrolled at Kenyon. "It seemed to me a
magical place, separate and special. I
needed that then."
But arriving on campus in the fall of
1969—a time of anti-war fervor and

long, unkempt hairstyles—the war
veteran with fatigues and military
haircut felt himself somewhat of an
outsider, in appearance as well as
outlook. He recalls one of his first
classes: "Whenever I was asked a
question I would stand up, answer 'yes
sir' or 'no sir' . I thought it showed
respect, but the professor called me aside
after class and gently told me such
formality wasn't necessary."
Otten had many campus jobs and
activities. He was a member of the
football team and was among the first
students to volunteer for the College
Township Fire Department. "At the
time it was considered pretty hokey by
the other students." He remembers a
fire in Caples Hall when he crawled
through a smoke filled corridor in
response to loud voices. "It turned out I
risked my life to save a TV set that was
left on."
A campus appearance by Jane Fonda
returning from Southeast Asia in the
early '70s, required the services of the
no-nonsense Otten to escort the political
actress safely to and from Kenyon.
"That was one of my Kenyon
highlights," he says shyly.
A biology major, Otten graduated in
1973 and was admitted to University of
Cincinnati Medical School. He worked
12-hour shifts as a suture doctor—"I
never sat down"—while attending
daytime med school classes. Otten has
now been at Cincinnati for a decade. He
was on duty the night of the infamous
Beverly Hills Supper Club disaster when
hundreds of patrons were trapped within
fiery walls. He continues to face other
emergencies every day, every night.
On vacations, Otten seeks out the
desert. He studies the snakes. He scans
the subtle beauties of the sands. "The
balance of life is so precious there."
After vacations, when he comes back to
Cincinnati, in the crowded, unadorned
corridors of the emergency ward, he tilts
the balance of life in his patients' favor.•
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The Wine and Food of Europe, by Marc and
Kim Millon, Chartwell Books, 1982.
In this gastronomic travelogue Marc and
Kim Millon travel through Europe's wine
country visiting 18 regions from Germany's
Rhineland to the Thracian plain of Bulgaria.
In lively prose they evoke local atmosphere
and identify characteristic wines and the
native tastes and flavors that best accompany
them.
The book is richly illustrated with color
photography, regional "gastronomic maps"
and visual information about wines and winemaking. There are also more than 150
country recipes gathered on location from
local people and restauranteurs.
Author Marc Millon was born in Mexico
City. He majored in English at Kenyon and
was graduated in 1975. As a full-time writer
he contributes articles on such diverse

subjects as art, European travel, archaeology,
and food and wine to many publications. His
articles on food appear regularly in the U.S.
and international editions of The Christian
Science Monitor and he has written about
wine for Wine &) Dine Magazine and Wine
Bar News.

FACULTY NEWS

Anthropology/Sociology
In April, John Macionis spoke to a
campus audience on the topic of intimacy in
human
relationships. Traveling
to
Philadelphia, he attended the GLCA
Urbanism Conference where he made a
presentation about introducing students to
cities in different cultures. He has also begun
a book-length manuscript about the
discipline of sociology .
Howard Sacks is concluding his sab
batical in Washington, D.C. as associate
director of the National Council for the
Traditional Arts. He looks forward to sharing
many of his experiences upon his return in
June.
Patricia Urban and Edward Schortman
have received a grant from the National
Geographic Society to support archaeological
research in
Honduras. The National
Endowment for the Humanities has also
offered a matching grant in support of the
project, and steps are currently being taken to
meet requirements for those funds. Kenyon
College is also offering funds for the ex
pedition, which is called the Santa Barbara
Archaeological Project, after the town around
which the work is centered. These in
vestigations in west-central Honduras will
involve excavation at a large site called

KENYON posters
available by mail

KENYON
_
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Eye-catching
KENYON posters—in
vibrant Kenyon purple
on heavy poster
stock—are now
available by mail. The
22" by 34" posters are
a popular room
decoration on campus
and were also in bright
evidence at the recent
national swimming
championships.
Posters are shipped in
sturdy mailing tube.
Postpaid cost is $5.00.
Additional posters in
same shipment $2.00
each. Send check
payable to Kenyon
College, c/o Public
Relations Office,
Gambier, Ohio 43022.

Gualjoquito, which seems to have been
inhabited from ca. 300 BC to AD 1100. In
addition, they will be looking for other sites
in the area. Since the project has received
adequate funding, they will have a large staff,
including six Kenyon students, who, after
initial training, will be pursuing individual
research within the larger project goals.
Wendy
Ashmore
(Anthropology/Rutgers
University) is the third co-director, and will
be joined by Mary Bullard, an experienced
director of laboratory analysis, a sixth student
from UC-Santa Cruz and, they hope, an
expert on recovering and analyzing
prehistoric plant materials.
During the April annual meeting of the
Society for American Archaeology, Schortman and Urban presented two papers. The
first discussed last summer's study of ceramic
artifacts from central Honduras. The second
covered the Indianfield Run survey, which
took place last May and June along a creek
southeast of Gambier. The Indianfield Run
work included five Kenyon students, one of
whom, Brad Remick, has helped with
analysis of stone tools located in the survey.
Both projects were funded by Faculty
Development Grants from Kenyon, without
which they could not have been completed
Rita Kipp will spend from June through
September in Indonesia. She will supplement
her research on Dutch Missionaries, carried
out in the Netherlands in 1980-81, with oral
history and other materials in Indonesia.
Terms for Kith and Kin, an article about
Karo Batak kin terminology, will appear
in the winter 1983 issue of American
Anthropologist.

Art
Janis Bell has received a grant from the
American Council of Learned Societies to aid
in completing her research on the life of a
17th Century Italian writer and painter,
Matteo Zaccolini. She will travel through
Italy this summer.
Barry Gunderson is currently showing
works from coast to coast. On the East Coast
his 5-unit outdoor show, "Grazers," is now
being shown on the grounds of the New York
City Technical College in Brooklyn. He also
has several pieces at the Sid Deutsch Gallery
in New York City. On the West Coast,
Gunderson has just received a commission to
do outdoor work as part of a State of
Washington program. The sculpture will be
on the grounds of the Washougal Middle
School. Closer to home, Gunderson's "Peace
Weapons" will be exhibited in the Dayton Art
Institute's "Ohio Selection" in June.
Terry Schupbach has been accepted in
the lane Haslem Gallery, Washington, D.C.,
and her works have been accepted in the
following shows: Pratt National Miniature
Print Exhibit, NY; International Miniature
Print Exhibit, Seoul, Korea; and Schohaire
Arts Council National Print Exhibit,
Cobelskill, NY. In addition, she had a oneperson show at Brush Gallery of Art, Canton,
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NY and has been included in several group
print invitationals. At the local scene Ms.
Schupbach has received a Faculty
Development Grant to complete work on
boxed triptychs.
Joseph Slate's 10-year campaign to revive
the short story form has resulted in a
$120,000 pilot program by the National
Endowment for the Arts. The program will
include on its selection panel newspaper and
fiction writers Russell Baker, Anne Beattie,
Robert Stone and Kurt Vonnegut. It will be
administered by the PEN American Center in
New York. Slate proposed the idea in 1972 to
Nancy Hanks, the late director of the
Endowment. Slate was invited to the NEA in
1977 to do a feasibility study to encourage
newspaper publication of short fiction.
Among the editors he conferred with was
James Bellows ('44, H-66), presently
managing editor of "Entertainment
Tonight." Slate hopes the pilot program will
interest a newspaper syndicate so that it will
become self-supporting. Slate's first picture
book, The Star Rocker (Harper St Row) has
just been published in Afrikaans. His second,
How Little Porcupine Played Christmas
(Crowell) is being distributed in Australia and
his third, The Mean Clean Giant Canoe
Machine (Crowell) will be out this spring. He
delivered the keynote speech to the central
chapter of the Ohio Library Association in
Mount Vernon, Ohio, on April 15, on selfcensorship and writing. Also in April, he was
the guest speaker at Young Author con
ferences at the Sunbury, Bladensburg, and
Mount Vernon schools.
One of Gregory Spaid's hand-colored
photographs was recently acquired by the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.
It will soon be installed in the permanent
collection gallery of the National Museum of
American Art. This summer he will be
showing work at the Susan Spiritus Gallery in
Los Angeles, and he will again conduct
photography classes at the Nantucket Island
School of Design and Art.
Eugene
Dwyer's
book,
Pompeian
Domestic Sculpture, was published in 1982
by Giorgio Bret Schneider, Rome.

Gassics
Harrianne Mills gave a faculty lecture in
November on the remarkable discoveries
made by her and Timothy Gregory on last
summer's Ohio Boeotia Expedition: "Rats
and Rocks in a Classical Setting: New
Discoveries in Greek Archaeology." She has
an article accepted for publication entitled
"Greek Clothing Regulations: Sacred and
Profane?" This summer she will be in Greece,
working on archaeological projects and coleading two educational tours, one of which
includes a group of Kenyon students. In
preparation for these, she has given slidepresentations in Gambier and Columbus and
conducted a practicum on archaeological field
techniques along Middle Path. She also
organized a field trip to a performance of
Aristophanes' Birds in Columbus and helped
to organize Kenyon's first Lupercalia
celebration banquet. For the coming summer
in Greece she welcomes visits from Kenyon
students and alumni. For the fall she has
created a new course: Ancient Greek
Archaeology and Society.
Clifford Weber has an article accepted for
publication entitled "Two Chronological
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Contradictions in Catullus 64." Next year he
will be on sabbatical leave, during which he
will be preparing a commentary on Egeria's
Pilgrimage to the Holy Land, perhaps the
earliest work of Latin prose by a woman. He
is also hoping to obtain funding for a tran
slation of Scaliger's Poetics, a landmark in
Renaissance humanism which has hitherto
been only partially Englished. His efforts,
combined with those of the lectureships
committee, obtained this April a lecture on
Vergil's Eclogues by the internationally noted
scholar of Latin poetry, R.O.A.M. Lyne, of
Balliol College, Oxford.
Robert Bennett has been spending a
valuable and prosperous year on sabbatical
leave at Episcopal Divinity School in Cam
bridge, Massachusetts.
William McCulloh last fall taught the
History of Ancient Philosophy course in the
Philosophy Department and chaired the
Hildesheim Vase Award for the Ohio
Classical Conference.

English
Galbraith Crump goes to Exeter this
summer to serve in the coming year as the
resident director of the Kenyon-Exeter
program. John Ward returns from his service
there, and assumes the Chair of the Depart
ment.
Fred Turner will present papers this
summer, one on Ezra Pound and Chinese
poetry at the International Society for the
Study of Time, and another on Computers
and the Humanities at "Logon," a conference
to be held in Montana. A member of the
editorial board of a projected book about the
biological foundations of aesthetics, he will
meet with his fellows in Munich this sum
mer, as well. Poetry Magazine has accepted
an essay and two poems, which will be ap
pearing shortly.
William Klein will be on sabbatical leave
in the second semester of the next academic
year. He will devote his leave to research and
writing on the early life and thought of C.S.
Peirce. He will be commuting between
Gambier and the Peirce Edition Project at
Indiana University.
After a trip to England last summer,
where she gathered material in the British
Bodleian and Bristol libraries, Beth
Kowaleski will continue her research on
Hannah More this summer with the help of a
National Endowment for the Humanities
summer stipend. She has received a
fellowship from the American Council for
Learned Societies for the spring semester of
1984, and she plans to take a leave of absence
in order to begin writing a book on Hannah
More and women's education in eighteenthcentury England.

Music

Musical Transalpina ("Music from
across the Alps"), Kenyon's newest faculty
ensemble, gave its first performance April 15
in conjunction with the opening of a Raphael
exhibit at Colburn Gallery. The ensemble of
viols, recorders and baritone voice performed
music associated with Raphael's patron Leo
IX. Directed by Kenneth Taylor (music
history), the membership includes Janet
Slack (woodwind chamber music) and Daniel
Robinson (director of choirs), among others.
Matched consorts of English Renaissance
viols and recorders have been made for MT by

London maker John Pringle and by Bob
Marvin of Eustis, Maine. The group plans to
focus on English and Italian music of the 16th
and 17th centuries. Mr. Taylor will attend a
national conference on the teaching of
courses such as Kenyon's Music 1-2 in
Boulder, Colorado in July, sponsored by the
College Music Society. Other summer plans
include viol workshops in New York City and
at Pinewoods, near Plymouth, Mass.
In February, March and April, pianist
Paul Posnak, performed recitals of 20th
Century American music and jazz of the
1920's and '30s in Columbus and Daytqn,
Ohio; Wheeling, West Virginia; Richmond,
Va.; Detroit, Michigan, as well as chamber
music recitals in New York City and at SUNY
Purchase, N.Y. At Kenyon, Mr. Posnak ap
peared in January with the Dorian Woodwind
Quintet on the Gund Series, and performed
his ail-American recital in February. In
March, he performed in a benefit concert at
Mt. Vernon's Memorial Theater. In May he
will be appearing at Kenyon with Barbara
Bogatin, cellist in the Visiting Artist Series.
In June, Mr. Posnak will be in Virginia with
his chamber ensemble, The Empire Trio, and
several guest artists for the Hampden-Sydney
Music Festival. In addition to performing five
concerts (including a solo recital), Mr. Posnak
and the Festival artists will conduct coaching
sessions and master classes and teach in
dividual students. Last summer, participants
included students and residents of Kenyon
and Mt. Vernon, and more are expected this
summer. In June and July, Mr. Posnak will
also perform his Jazz Show in Virginia and in
Sandusky, Ohio. This spring and summer,
Mr. Posnak will be preparing a new course,
the History of Jazz, and will be accumulating
a jazz collection for the college. He has just
been awarded a faculty development grant to
aid in his preparation and research for the
course.
Carol Notestine, adjunct instructor of
voice, appeared recently in recital at
OSU/Columbus in a benefit concert for the
Ohio Music Teachers Association, in a solo
recital at Kenyon, and in the New Dimen
sions benefit concert in Mt. Vernon. She
appeared in two opera productions in
Columbus, Menotti's Amahl and the Night
Visitors, and Debussy's L 'Enfant Prodigue
with the Columbus Symphony Orchestra.
Viscount Thurston, adjunct instructor of
piano is presently finishing his Doctor of
Musical Arts degree at Ohio State University,
where he is a student of Richard TetleyKardos. In April he performed a recital at
Grace College, Illinois, as part of the Per
forming Arts Festival.
Michael Dellinger, adjunct instructor of
piano is a candidate for the Doctor of Musical
Arts degree at Ohio State University, where
he studies with Richard Tetley-Kardos. He
recently performed the Third Piano Concerto
of Rachmaninoff with the OSU Symphony
and was recipient of the 1982 Achievement in
Music Award from the Ohio Federation of
Music Clubs.
Stephanie Carter, adjunct instructor of
voice, performed recitals in Massachusetts
during spring break. In May, she did the
soprano solos in Verdi's Requiem with the
Wooster College Choir. In June, she will solo
in the closing concert of the Greater
Columbus Arts Festival at St. Joseph's
Cathedral, Columbus.
Lucinda Breed Swatsler, adjunct cello
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instructor, member of the Columbus Sym
phony Orchestra, and principal cellist of the
Pro Musica Chamber Orchestra of Columbus,
brought to Columbus renowned master cello
teachers Margaret Rowell and Irene Sharp for
an OMTA-sponsored workshop at Capital
Univeristy February 26-27. With more than
ninety cellists from three states participating,
Kenyon was well represented by five of its
own undergraduate cellists.
Nancy and Kevin Vogelsang are finishing
their first year at Kenyon College. Nancy is
the Choral Music Assistant and instructor of
piano and theory. Kevin is piano instructor at
Kenyon where he also assists with the opera
workshop. The couple presented a chamber
music recital this past March, and will be
performing another on May 6. The
Vogelsangs will be returning for their third
season as staff accompanists at the Bay View
(Mich.) Music Festival and Summer Con
servatory of Music this June.

Physical Education
Jeff Vennell has been elected the senior
college representative to the National Soccer
Coaches Association's board of directors. He
has written a series of articles on motivation
for soccer which has been published in the
National Soccer Coaches Association Journal.
Jeff was also a clinician at the Northeast
Regional Soccer Clinic
Tom McHugh became the third in
ductee of the Toledo Central Catholic High
School Hall of Fame April 26, joining in
ductees Frank Gilhooley, former Notre Dame
basketball star and longtime Toledo sportscaster, and University of Dayton basketball
coach Don Donoher. The $30-a-plate benefit
banquet attracted a crowd of 750 of Tom's
former players, assistant coaches and
acquaintances, including a contingent of 40
from Kenyon and Knox County. ABC
Sportscaster Chris Schenkel emceed the
induction program which featured tributes
from two Heisman Trophy winners, John
Lattner, Tom's Notre Dame roommate, and
Ohio State's Vic Janowicz. Kenyon senior
Graham Heasley honored his coach on behalf
of the members of the football and baseball
teams, nine of whom traveled to Toledo for
the affair. Former Kenyon coach Phil Morse,
Mount Vernon innkeeper Art Packard and
State Representative Harry Turner also paid
tributes to McHugh, Turner reading a
congratulatory resolution from the House of
Representatives.

Psychology
The Psychology Department is con
cluding a productive year both in and out of
the classroom. Department majors set a new
record this year, with over forty seniors
taking comprehensive examinations.
Outside the classroom, the faculty
members continue their active research
programs. Michael Levine is carrying on his
research on Type A behavior, and is writing
regular articles of mental health for the Mt.
Vernon News. He and Linda Smolak are
developing a new course in childhood
psychopathology for fall, 1983.
Linda Smolak presented two papers in
April, one concerning language development
in children, at the Eastern Psychological
Association meeting in Philadelphia, and the
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other on symbol development in language
comprehension at the meeting of the Society
for Research in Child Development. The
SRCD paper was co-authored with Kenyon
undergraduates Pam Pleasants and Melissa
Clinger.
Debbie Ebner also presented a paper at
the Eastern
Psychological Association
meetings. Its title was Can the Accuracy of
Memory in an Eyewitness be PredictedI She
has also submitted a journal article con
cerning eyewitness testimony for pub
lication.
Kenneth King journeyed to WilkesBarre, Pa. this spring with two Kenyon
seniors, Suzanne Poznanski and Susan
Thompson, to attend the Eastern Colleges
Science conference. Both seniors presented
papers describing their independent study
research at Kenyon. Professor King is con
tinuing his research on the neurological
mechanisms which block pain. He will also
be developing exercises for the Research
Methods course on the computer terminals to
be installed in Samuel Mather this summer.
Dick Hoppe has (he thinks) figured out
what the data from his studies last year mean,
and has submitted a journal article describing
the research. He is finishing up yet another
study, and will spend the summer gardening,
giving
workshops
on
participative
management and writing.
Charles Rice continues producing the
Psychological Record, and is preparing for his
sabbatical, during which he will be in
vestigating modern electronic production
methods for the Record. (We'll all hate to see
the quill pens and ink pots go, but science
marches on!)
Our two wandering members, Allan
Fenigstein and Jon Williams are due back in
Gambier sometime before the opening of
College in late August. One hopes they are
preparing themselves for the culture shock
attendant on returning to the big city.

Religion
A. Denis Baly, who has taught at Kenyon
since 1956, will retire at the end of this
academic year. He will receive an Honorary
Degree at Commencement. In April, Prof.
Baly attended the Second International
Conference on the History and Archaeology
of Jordan held in Amman, giving the keynote
address, "The Nature of Environment, with
Special Relation to the Country of Jordan."
He continues as Chair of the planning
committee for this conference, the third
session of which will be held in Tubingen,
Germany, in 1986. Prof. Baly is also looking
forward to the Chinese edition of The
Geography of the Bible (which already exists
in Hebrew and Japanese translations), and
after retirement will continue working on the
final draft of The Faith of Christians which he
and Royal Rhodes have co-authored as a part
of a special course this year. Denis and Louise
will attend the joint conference of the
Diocese of Southern Ohio with two Nigerian
dioceses to be held in Geneva, Switzerland, in
June.
Diane Obenchain attended a conference
led by J. Krishnamurti in New York in April.
His works have been used in Rel. 11, 12 and
the Senior Seminar in recent years and this
was a rare public appearance.
Royal Rhodes has a faculty development
grant to work on a book concerning monastic

autobiographies. He will spend part of the
summer in Toronto using the research
facilities of the University of Toronto and the
Pontifical Institute.

DEVELOPMENT NEWS

G.E. science grant supports
faculty-student research
Kenyon students will have the op
portunity to pursue science projects at
Kenyon during summer months, with the
development of a student-faculty cooperative
research program.
The Summer Science Scholars Program,
a three-year program of competitive awards to
student-faculty research teams in the
laboratory sciences, is funded by a gift from
The General Electric Foundation.
Awards will be made for each of the next
three years to five two-person student-faculty
teams. Project proposals must be submitted
in a physical science field, by students in
their junior year (although proposals from
members of other classes will be considered).
Students will receive free housing and a
weekly stipend for on-campus projects; a
lump sum stipend and transportation expense
reimbursement will be given students with
off-campus projects. Projects are to be six to
eight weeks in length.
Said President Philip H. Jordan, "There
is a great deal of interest in the new
student/faculty program, and we believe it
will prove to be a valuable enrichment of the
College's offering in the physical sciences."

Kenyon Fund concluding
another successful year
By the end of April, the Kenyon Fund had
received support from more than 3,300
alumni in the form of $400,000 in gifts and
$100,000 in outstanding pledges. These
figures represent a 20 percent increase over
those of a year ago.
In addition, the Fund is well on its way
toward meeting the terms of the $50,000
Storer Challenge Grant, which will match
any new gift two-for-one and any increased
gift one-for-one.
It's not too late this year to support the
College through a gift to the Kenyon Fund.
We still need more contributions to put us
"over the top" of our goal of $515,000 for the
year. Gifts received by June 30 will be
counted toward this year's campaign.

Crawford Center
will open next semester
In the fall of 1983 Kenyon College will
officially open the Dwain Crawford Com
puter Center, a facility dedicated exclusively
to academic use. Academic and ad
ministrative users have shared the College
computer center in recent years. Last year
computer use for academic purposes
quadrupled, with one-third of the student
body accessing the computer during the
school year.
The Crawford Center, located in Philip
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Mather Hall, will be converted to academic
use during the summer. The number of
terminals will be doubled, two remote sites
will be added and graphic supports will be
introduced during the course of the year. A
separate system will serve administrative
offices such as admissions, registrar, ac
counting and development.
The new computer center is made
possible through a gift from the estate of
Dwain Crawford, a prominent Canton, Ohio
business executive who died in 1979. His son,
Jack, who died in 1976, was a Kenyon
graduate. His wife, Ruth, now resides in
Englewood, Florida.

A first-ever conference on the Kenyon
Fund attracted more than 40 alumni and
friends of the College to Gambier on Feb. 10.
Both the Fund leadership and the Alumni
Council had requested the conference be held
as part of an ongoing evaluation of Fund
strategies and performance.
This year's campaign marks the 20th
anniversary of the "modern" Kenyon Fund.
Since 1962, alumni have contributed several
million dollars to Kenyon through the Fund,
dollars that have enabled Kenyon to balance
its budget while sustaining instructional
quality. Kenyon Fund contributions are
crucial unrestricted funds, which can be used
for any needed purpose.
Conference participants were faced with
the challenge of planning for increasingly
ambitious future campaigns. They discussed
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More than 40 alumni, tmstees and friends of Kenyon gathered in Gambier in mid-Febmary for
the Kenyon Fund Conference.
current solicitation procedures,
donor
recognition and long-range planning, with an
eye toward keeping what was successful and
making needed modifications. Recom
mendations which emerged from the con
ference will form the basis of future Kenyon
Fund campaigns.
A wide variety of alumni and friends
were invited to the conference, including
trustees, alumni council members, class
agents, past Kenyon Fund leaders, regional
phonathon chairs and current student leaders.
The participants were divided into three
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subcommittees which examined all of the
issues and made recommendations con
sidered by all of the participants in a plenary
session. Tom Moore '72, Pat Clements '75
and Ran Bucey '50 served as subcommittee
chairmen for the day.
Fund chairman Jack Buckley '66 vice
chairman Bob Himmelright '50 Alumni
Council President Katie Batchelder '73 and
vice president Tom Sant '65 wish to thank all
the participants, and look forward to using
the conference recommendations as a
springboard for future Kenyon Fund success.
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Alumni, Current Students
Faculty and Staff
Joined in an Artistic Reunion
This is your opportunity to exhibit in
Colburn Gallery and to contribute to the
Honors Day Art Prize and general Art
Department activities. The exhibit and
sale will run the week of September 18
through October 2, 1983. (This will
include Homecoming Weekend).
Rules: Size must be a 13c postcard (no
smaller than 3'/!" x 5" and no larger
than 4V4" x 6").
Must be original work - handmade or
altered

Must be postmarked
Must be received by September 1, 1983,
at Colburn Gallery, Kenyon College,
Gambier, Ohio 43022
No limit on number of entries. (Unsold
works will remain in the Art Department
for one year and may be picked up if
and when you return for a visit.)
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All works will be priced at $5.00
Questions: Call Toby Lord, (614) 4272244. ext. 2457.
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"No forwarding address; Return to sender;"
the continuing search for lost alumni
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Al Weidenbusch

A1 Weidenbusch named
head of trusts, bequests
Albert Weidenbusch will join Kenyon
College's Development Office staff in June as
director of trusts and bequests. He comes to
the position with an impressive background
in all phases of planned giving programming,
having served for the past 10 years as director
of planned giving at Ohio Wesleyan
University. Since 1978 he has also had the
responsibilities of university treasurer.
Kenyon's current planned giving
program was launched in 1975 by Douglas
Givens, now vice president for development,
and there has been a steady growth of interest
and participation on the part of alumni,
parents and friends of the College. The
success of this important program under
Weidenbusch's leadership will be a major
factor in the future strength of the College.
Weidenbusch, who received his B.S.
degree from the University of Maryland and
his M.A. from the University of Omaha,
began his career in the United States Air
Force, where he served first as planning and
programming officer and later as executive
secretary and executive officer. From 1967 to
1971, Weidenbusch, as Professor of Aerospace
Studies at Ohio Wesleyan University,
managed the Air Force Officer Academic and
Flight Training Program for four universities
and taught management, leadership and law
courses.
The character and variety of Weiden
busch's professional experience make him a
valuable addition to the development office
staff. He and his wife, Alice, will live at
Mcllvaine Place, and they look forward to
joining the Gambier community.

P.R. nationally honored
For the oecond successive year the
BULLETIN has been honored for writing ex
cellence in national competition. Judges from
the commerical media commended staff
writer Tommy Ehrbar and contributor Fred
Kluge '64 for the "energy and curiosity"
displayed by their writing. Assistant editor J.
Phil Samuell was honored twice, for his work
in color as well as black-and-white
photography.
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Please contact the Alumni Office if you know the whereabouts of:
KMA—Lawrence R. Hills
Class of 1946—Stanley Otis Beckett;
Class of 1912—Joseph Arthur Morton.
Edward W. Bright; Charles K. Cannon; Carl
Class of 1913—Harold Stanley Johnson.
G. James; Robert D. Kershaw; Robert E.
Class of 1917—Ralph Joseph Doll; Elliott
Miles; J. Earl Peterson; John B. Sledge,E.Theobald.
Howard M. Stafford.
Class of 1919—William Kenneth
Class of 1947—James Louis Conklin;
Edwards.
Richard Kirk Kingsbury; Louis Kurahara;
Class of 1920—Dickson H. Wells.
Douglas G. Meldrum; Donald H. Radler,Class of 1922—Evan A. Holley; John
David S. Thomson; Herschial D. Welsh.
Cyrus Williams.
Class of 1948—Howard A. Bradley,Class of 1923—Leland Long Ritzman;
Robert D. Golden; L. Bruce MacDonald; Scott
Gerald Pierce Van Arnam.
Parker Thomas; Frederick Sumner Vineyard.
Class of 1924—John A. Lockett; William
Class of 1949—Richard A. Becker,R. Young.
Andrew J. Bowers; Lloyd M. Cole; Robert C.
Class of 1925—William Ellsworth
Dunlap,- John L. Fuller; George B. Haberkorn;
Findeisen; John K, Kettlewell.
John R. Kimball; Theodore R. Kolter; William
Class of 1926—Harrison Ward Beckett;
H. Lang; Burton G. Lund; Thomas A. Read;
George E. Dickinson; Willis Howard Lamb.
George R. Stepanek; Oscar Emmett Williams.
Class of
1927—Charles Campbell
Class of 1950—Henry T. Barratt; Donald
Morfit; Robert Walker Tyson.
Bauer; Gordon M. Ferguson; Arthur T. Gray;
Class of 1928—Tom Jewell George;
David O. Herman; Carl J. Himmelsback;
Marcus Watson Pender; Horace Edgar Rice;
Harry Hutul; Melvin Edward LaFountaine;
Stanley L. Welsh.
James O. Newell; William S. Perkins; Robert
Class of 1929—Thomas William Strohm.
E. Schiefer; Franklin H. Stern; Philip S.
Class of 1930—Richard Boardman
Tedesco,- Lyman White; George Bacon
Decker; John Milford Lazear; Philip Norman
Wilcox; Cheyney S. Wilson; David J.
Russell; Osborne Frederick Templeton.
Workum.
Class of 1931—James Vancleve BlankClass of 1951—William P. Burchenal,
meyer.
Jr.; Harvey A. David; John Willys de Aguirre;
Class of 1933—John Bunyen Adams, Jr.;
Thomas H. Ferris; Charles R. Gilmore; James
Arch Young Hamilton; James Douglas
H. Gray; Robert E. McCullagh; David Nicoll;
Stambaugh.
Charles H. Reckefus; David A. Upstill.
Class of 1934—John Bowen Garfield;
Class of 1952—Kenneth J. Campbell;
Morris Sigurd Lewis.
John P. Krupp; Karl K. Nishimura; Jack H.
Class of 1935—Richard Webber Allen;
Oechslin; Willard Purdy Reade; John D.
Theodore Lamb Borst.
Shipley; Ross Blanchard Ward; John G.
Class of 1936—Harry Allen Harter.
Wilson
Class of 1937—Eugene V. Knox; Curtis
Class of 1953—Robert D. Friedly; Harry
Kilbourn Mills; Harry Thomas Pemberton;
Grant, III; Dennis Frederick Hoeffler;
Ralph H. Weeks.
William R. Kinder, Jr.; Gerald Alvin
Class of 1938—Harold Lewis Cullings;
Richardson; Morton Segal.
George H. Cushing; Robert William King;
Class of 1954—Phillips Clark; George H.
Jonathan A. Wolcott.
Dunn; Raymond D. Whitmore.
Class of 1939—Howard John Adams;
Class of 1955—F.C. Burton; David L.
Don E. Becker; Frank Harshman Miller.
Hoffman; Cameron Haskin Sanders, Jr.;
Class of 1940—Samuel C. Crobaugh;
James Takashi Yashiro.
William Edward Ellis; Charles Henry Hub
Class of 1956—Paul Belin; John Gordon
bard; Charles D. Jenkins; Pride Morey Lewis;
Duffey; Henry M. Price; John Craig Roak, Jr.;
Riggs F. Mellen; Robert Belknap Nash; Albert
Paul E. Schuttera.
M. Wood.
Class of 1957—Donald Jay Bronco;
Class of 1941—Charles C. Bowen
Glenn E. Burress; John R. Dick; Barent
Charles James Carson; Kemp Catlett
Rudolph
Gjelsness;
Richard Boardman
Christian; Henry D. Ferris; Fred J. Hancock;
Hester; Richard Eden Kauff; Robert F. Kelley;
Clarence M. Justice,- Victor E. Kaufman; John
Eugene Nazarek; Andrew C. Oh; Freeman
W. Mershon; John W. Oleary.
Bruce Olmstead; Allen MacKenzie Whitaker,
Class of 1942—George Edward Glatthar;
Jr.
William Bathrick Graham; Irvin C. Hatcher;
Class of 1958—Stephen Ira Chavin;
Harlow B. Mondey; Eugene D. Olsen; Fred H.
Thomas M. Crawford; George M. Fund; Gale
Palmer, III; Joseph W. Rose; Gordon Payne
A. Giles; Eugene Hutchinson; Charles O.
Rowe; Gardner Thomas; Robert H. Unckrich.
Lawson; Richard Thomas Selway; Paul C.
Class of 1943—Bruce S. Crittenden;
Shearer; Thomas Donald Short, II; Jess E.
Heath Edwards; Leroy Leatherman; Theodore
Taylor; Allen Boyer Timberlake; Joseph D.
Miller.
Yourno.
Class of 1944—John C. Claypool; Gilbert
Class of 1959—David C. Bray; Paul E.
Collyer; James D. Guthrie; Harry C. HackBryant; David Barnard Clark; Ralph D.
man, Jr.; Thomas J. Leflar; Lloyd P. Maritz,
Copeland; Reginald James Doherty, Jr.; Brian
Jr.; Frederick E. Mueller; Ralph E. Nagel; Jack
E. Donohue; James S. Downing; Mark S.
W. Rogers; David S. Searles.
Fisher; Robert Bruce Freed; Robert J.
Class of 1945s—Pierce Albert Bahnson;
Mulholland; Peter A. Philips, MD.
James V. Grady; Robert C. Hoffman; Bert B.
Class of 1960—Barry Norman Auger;
Jarl; John A. Lewis; Kenneth P. Murray;
Adelwahab Berdai; J. Pinoake Browning;
Knowles Livingston Pittman; William A.
Robert S. Henes; J. William Lashmet; Cascio
Robertson; Richard Munger Shaeffer; Richard
A. Lucian; Arthur M. Moody; Christopher
M. Wilson.
Ward; Dail B. Willoughby.
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Class of 1961—Robert A. Cole; David K.
Fauver; Scott B. Harvey; Edward F. Keim;
Edward M. Leaffer; Laurence Alan Lehmann;
N. David Milder; David M. Morton; Eugene
Raymond Rizzo; William Lincoln Waters.
Class of 1962—Barry C. Gorden; Floyd
Lanier Graham; John Edlwood Hall; Malcolm
Christ Jensen; David Carden Larkin; Thomas
Leroy Parker; Samuel Richmond; James W.
Rosenstiel; David Mathers Wilson.
Class of 1963—Donald C. Abbott;
Anthony C. Abbott; Robert Chenen; Lindley
C. Deardorff; C. Richard Fassler; Ronald
Haisfield; Robert S. Hershey; Robert J. Park;
C. Perrin Radley; Whitman Hawley Ridgway,William R. VanNest; Thomas R. Waylett; H.
Ridgway Whitman.
Class of 1964—Frederick E. Berger; Fred
Berger; Davis H. Bernstein; Stephen K.
Brown; Michael A. Claggett; David B.
Disney,- Robert A. Feinglass; Michael A.
Froman; H. Charles Gordon; Michael C. Hall;
Frederick W. Huntington; Frederick W.
Hupp; Robert M. Kass; Edwin Lee
McCampbell; Stuart E. Norwood; Alan J.
Reich; George L. Seltzer; Andrew B. Worsnopp.
Class of 1965—Martin Ersts; Donald W.
Frazer; Joseph James Giarraputo; Russell
Gilmore; Hugh E. Healy; Michael M. Leahy;
M. Salim Lone; Richard R. Maggs; Robert J.
Morris; Frederick M. Robinson,- Michael Paul
Schneier; Robert D. Skillman; Jeffrey P.
White; Richard Norman Wortman.
Class of 1966—Thomas K. Bowers;
Donald L. Carr; James P. Cole; Robert E.
Davis; Charles S. Evans; Brian G. Farney;
James Hiram Foster, III; Sherwood E. Hall, III;
Roger D. Keyser; Stanley Oscar Kochman;
Michael D. Kovac; James R. Lash; Jeremy N.
Lebensohn; Roger L. Long; James G. Mauro,
Jr.; D. Patrick Reid; Robert Ml Schwartz, III;
Dwight D. Stanley; Dale Thompson
Thompson; Clifford J. Tokumaru; William R.
Ulrich; Alfred E. Volkuwite; Owen K.
Walker; C. Terrance Walker; Kenneth J.
Wilson.
Class of 1967—Lucien Lee Bowman, Jr.;
Paul Logan Burkhart; William Michael Clark;
Thomas Knickerbacker Curtis; Terrance P.
Dautel; Randall L. Edwards; Lewis P.
Favortie; David M. Fleisher; Roobert JeanStanley Guedenet; Philip P. Kavan; Stephen
M. Kohl; Lawrence E. Kuder; William Allan
Lanman; Edgar Robinson McGuire; Frank R.
Olah; John G. Park; Kenneth S. Piatt, Jr.;
Howard E. Price, Jr.; Willard Jerome Pugh, III;
Bruce K. Randolph; R. Frederick Scholz;
Robert W. Sledd; Mark V. Steniowski;
Markham P. Stevenson; Kenneth L.
Wiederhorn.
Class of 1968—Martin E. Anding; Ronald
K. Bliss; Henry P. Brown, Jr.; Robert L.
Crooks; Carl D. Diehl; Richard A. Forester;
Gordon M. Forward; Ralph A. Frey; Mark S.
Greenburg; Richard P. Grieser; Augustus H.
Heisey, III; Thomas Arthur Hensley; Richard
W. Kimmel; Garvin W. Lawrence; Michael
W. Melton; Stanley G. North, Jr.; David H.
Patrick:- William G. Peden; Michael C.
Ritota; Mark E. Shulgasser; Fred B. Smith;
Mitchel B. Sosis; Richard G. Tuck; Richard
D. Wilson.

Class of 1969—Walter H. Arnold; Harold
S. Basel; Peter Blustein; Peter Paul Herbert
Dittrich; Ralph Bruce Geiger; Charles M.
Kraushar; Joseph B. Ledlie, Jr.; Donald Lee
McCollough; Ralph L. Niederst, Jr.; Stephen
Goodenough Ryan; Harry W. Soul.
Class of 1970—Peter M. Brightman;
William G.W. Brunner; Mark E. Conan;
Bernard C. Dale; Wayne Joseph Gladish;
Richard Allen Gyory; Paul E. Halpern; Philip
Daniel McManus, Jr.; Daniel Wayne Reasor;
Lyn Uttal.
Class of 1971—Anthony N. Apostolaros;
Arthur Achilles Cormano; Robert Andrew
Craig; Steven James Hendrickson; Byran
Hiroshi Ikeda; Gregory George Lenske; Henry
F. Mantell; James Robert Odair, Jr,; William
Bladen Rosenberg; Preston Fleming Zoller.
Class of 1972—Susan E. Paley; Dennis
Anthony Puntel; Henry B. Somerville, Jr.;
Jeffrey Lee Williams; Carolyn Smith Wolin.
Class of 1973—James Albert Brokaw, II;
William Arthur Ellenberg; Andrew Bart
Gladstone; Maria Caroline Halton; Bonnie
Levinson; James Mark Maisel; Hugh Donald
McElrath; Marilyn Suzanne Mize; G. Randy
Navarre; Katherine Elizabeth ODonoghue;
Jeffrey Daniels Parker; Thomas Henry Payne;
Linda Peterson; Denis Charles Racine; Philip
Roger Roy; Pamela A. Scherrer; Joseph
Silverstein;
Shelly
Liane Stillwell;
Christopher M. Townsend.
Class of 1974—Joyce Lee Baronio;
Richard S. Bentson; Jeffrey C. Brown; Edward
Allen Cohen; Patricia L. Drake; Peter
William Evarts; Diane Lynell Goforth; Aric
William Greenfield; Carol Jean High; Richard
Scott Irving; Mark Alan Jicha; Andrew S.
Katz; Susanne Roberts Miller; Mary
Llewellyn Murphy; Beth Laura Oleary;
Christopher Marion Reidy; Jean Dunn
Richardson; Wendie Elizabeth Sachs;
Stephanie E. Sadolsky; Carlos Harmon
Samson, III; Bruce Failey Sherman, Jr.; Farrel
S. Teich; Marie Sniarowski Townsend
Charles David Welker; Thomas Geoffrey
Weltchek.
Class of 1975—David Leonard Bacon, II;
Karyn L. Bertschi; Nanette Hayes Bunker;
Margaret S. Cook; Gary Edward Gorrow;
Irving Joel Gotbaum; Audrey H. Hauser;
Sandra Ann Hawes; Steven Grant Heisler;
Regina Conner-Kosicki Hermans,- Jilliam
Hewitt; Laura Ann Hill; Rebecca E. Hoover;
David William Kidd; Stephen Kingsley
Laugher; Charles J. Leblond, Jr.; Stephanie J.
Morgan; Susan Gross Mumford; James
Warren Myers; Sherrie Gwendolyn Ridenour;
Helen E. Rundle; Lillian Jane Saunders;
Margaret Frances Schneider; Greg Stephens;
Hobart Taylor; Gregg L. Vunderick; Jack
Arthur Wood.
Class of 1976—Lisa J. Adams; Sinclair
Ziesing Anderson; Kent R. Bain; Tracy
Melissa Basile; Diane Patricia Cohen; Hollis
Kirkpatrick Colquhoun; William R. Cooper;
Ann G. Doyle; Elizabeth M. Durie,- Kevin
Flanders Dybvig; Andrea Bayer Felder;
Kimberly Fischbeck Forward;. Christopher S.
Gausby; Alida P. Glancy; Eleanor Brauer
Gorrow; Joseph Bowen Jeffers, III; Marian
Christopher Kelton; Mary Jean Ketchum
Gregory Wallace Kirkpatrick; Daniel T.
Lofgren; Robert Belew Lonsdorf; Patrice
Louise Lopatnikov; Joyce A. Loughran;
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Daniel Malone; Lynn A. Maloney; Paul A.
Moots; Jeffrey Alan Norris; Christopher
Malcolm Harris Powers; Mary Anne Presbrey;
Jonathan Henry Rohr; Andrew J. Scheman;
Steven Reese Scofield; John K. Seatvet;
Darlene Anne Sheldon; Karen Marie Templeton-Somers; Arlene Elizabeth Trueger;
Scott C. Veale.
Class of 1977—Albert E. Baldwin, III;
Paul G. Blumberg; Loring F. Bowen; Mara H.
Brazer; Theodore L. Bunker; Frederick P.
Collord; Lisa M. Elcan; Bruce A. Flint;
Christopher J. Galli; Clarence R. Glaze; Laura
D. Glennon; Michael J. Heed; Peter R. Hoar;
George N. Holloway; Barbara J. Hume; Linda
A. Kelley; Graham Kevin Loving, III; William
H. Loving; Ellen F. Magerowski; Robert L.
Mahnken;
Amy Margulies; Jacqueline
McEwen; Marc F. Millon; Carol Bruggman
Mitchell; Margaret A. Murphy; Gary J.
Nolan; Karin V. Nystrom,- Gina C. Otto;
Michael Rawlings; Susan A. Rector; Ana M.
Rueda; Elizabeth L. Sasmor; Maude E. Scott;
Donald W. Sharp; Marian C. Sheetz; Lisa A.
Spalding; Thomas Stoicos; Larry R. Strobel;
Michael A. Swiger; Mark A. Venditti; Pamela
B. Zimmerman.
Class of 1978—Munther Adil Alaseer;
Jefferson Alison; Jeffrey S. Araj; Charles P.
Barrie; Anne M. Bedinghaus; Peter W.
Burroughs; Kenneth S. Ciamond; Jeffrey W.
Conover; Richard W. Crowell; Jack R.
Forgrave; James S. Gebhardt; Deborah
Youtsey Goldsmith; Lee Hershfield; Michael
A. Hoffman; Andrew M. Homer; Jonathan E.
Jesup; Jocelyn O. Johnson; Gary J. Jurist;
Sarah K. Martin; John S. Maynard; Thomas
G. Morse; Pamela L. Olsyn,- Anita R. Perez;
Elizabeth Joy Polish; Pauline R. Reid; Albert
B. Reynolds; Amy F. Saunders; Christine M.
Schmidt; Elizabeth V. Smith; Beth L. Snyder;
Robert R. Tashiro; Scott Tindall; Susan G.
Tobin; Richard K. Toth; Robert D. Vaughan.
Class of 1979—Pamela A. Addison;
Lesley E. Alexander; Debra Kirkpatrick
Anderson; Sarah C. Ayres; Velma L. Barber;
Carolyn C. Baruch; Ellen S. Blum; Thomas A.
Brown; Kathleen M. Clarke; Stephanie D.
Curtis; Sabrina S. Eastham; Jeremy H. Foy;
Gordon H. Fraser; Susan J. Fulton; Bonnie J.
Garmus; Thomas S. Gross; Peter W. Hays;
Joan E. Hewitt; Kathy S. Kulinski; Timothy
M. Lexvold; Dwight Marvin Marvin, II; Karen
I. Mates; Mark E. Muellich; Boyd V. Rice;
Dena J. Rosenzweig; Thomas D. Schaffner;
Howard R. Sutherland; Cathy E. Tolles;
Daniel B. Yeager; Marc S. Zweben.
Class of 1980—Clarice Haverkamp
Begemann; Peter Southard Bloy; Mary
Bolduc; Leslie Louise Brown; Carol Lewis
Burnet; Thomas Gregory Ellsworth; Caroline
Peters Felton; Erich Albert Heinemann;
Lauren Heidi Jacober; Reginald Kenol; David
William Knowlton; Matthew Erich Mautner;
Daniel Carter McCutcheon; Stanley Wilson
Merrell, III; Robert Allan Moore; Carolyn Ann
Richards; Jonathan Louis Schor,- Nathan
Wheeler Watkins; Evelyn Griswold Watts.
Class of 1981—Karin B. Bengtsson;
Ibrahim Hassan Dphrepaulezz; Thomas Barry
Grothause; Andrew M. Hunt; Peter Morse
McGeeney; Lauren E. Pry; Cynthia Leigh
Savage; Elizabeth Grazia Smithson; Brian
James Tarbox; Martha Lentz Walker, Jr.;
Stuart Stevenson Wheeler.
Class of 1982—Gwen Tara Conrad
Tobias Thatcher Lewis.
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ALUMNI NEWS
• Eppa Rixey's '49 home was the
J scene of a Cincinnati reception
• for accepted students. At left
biology professor Jay Tashiro '73
Crj discusses Kenyon with CinJ cinnati admissions chairman
111 Wyn Portman '77 and Sanjay
PtfS§
Yathiraj (partly obscured) and
his father Dr. Yathiraj.
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Atlanta
Mr. and Mrs. Frazer Durrett, parents of
Mac '81, fled to the Bahamas and generously
turned over their house to nine feet of Hoagie,
copious potato salad, potables, 35 alumni and
parental celebrants for Atlanta's annual
luncheon Feb. 27. Doug Givens, along with
Jeff and Anne Robinson, tore themselves
away from Gambier's beautiful winter for the
occasion. Chancellor Durrett remained safely
in his pen throughout, and Ora Young '44
"left the flying to them," (see Summer '82
Bulletin) long enough to attend with char
ming wife Jane Ann.
—BO MOHR'55

In Chicago host Tom Hoffmann
'62 [right] talks with student
David Fuhrmann and his
mother.
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At a Cleveland party for ac
cepted freshmen were political
science professor fohn Elliott,
Cleveland admissions chairwoman Laurel Libby '73,
student
Bemie Wyler and
economics professor Bruce
Gensemer.
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At an Atlanta lunch Ora Young '44 and
president Bo Mohr '55 demonstrate how to
slice a lime.

Baltimore
The annual dinner of the Baltimore
Alumni Association was held March 18 at the
home of Mr. Dorsey Yearley, parent of
alumnus Alex Yearley '69. It was a roaring
success despite inclement weather.
Jack Trumbull '70 president, welcomed
the group of 25 including Jeff Robinson '49,
Rosemary Williams '77 and Gerrit Roelofs,
the evening's featured speaker. Tom
Bruggman '75, admissions chairperson,
discussed the local recruiting efforts and
announced that later this spring a reception
would be held for those students entering
Kenyon in the fall.
After Jeff and Rosemary brought those in
attendance up to date about alumni affairs
and showed us the new Kenyon slide
program, Gerrit gave a very interesting talk
entitled "The Shield of Achilles."
Introducing Gerrit was one of his former
students, David Bergman '72.
We look forward to hosting "an evening
with the Orioles" this summer in con
junction with the Washington, D.C. alumni.
—JACK TURNBULL 70

%

Kenyon alumni swimmers gathered in Canton for the national championships in March. From
left are Philip Mayher '62, Larry Witner '69, David Evans '63, Kenyon Dean of Students Tom
Edwards, swim coach Jim Steen, Tim Glasser '80and Tim Bridgham '79.

Spring 1983

Qearwater-TampaSt. Petersburg
Twenty-six alumnae, alumni, wives and
friends gathered March 3 at the Belleview
Biltmore Country Club in Clearwater to
welcome the Kenyon President, Philip H.
Jordan, and Ann and Jeff Robinson '49 to the
annual dinner of the Clearwater/Tampa/St.
Petersburg Alumni Association
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President Jordan's remarks, relative to
Kenyon past, present, and most importantly,
future were appreciated by Ben Park '35 and
Bruce Kenyon '36. Visiting "us" all the way
from the Chicago area was Scotty MacDonald
'35. Other attentive members of the gathering
enjoying not only the fine food but the
"Kenyon of '82" as shown in the featured
slide show, were Joe Culp '54, Craig
Davidson '77, Rick Storey '63, Anne Worthington '72, Jim Squiers '50, John Hartong
'56, Art Johnson '53 and Ted Fitzsimons '57.
Planning some of the arrangements were
Mark Straely '71, Tim Leach '55 and Bill
Ryan '41. We would like to add a special
thank you to Ben Park who, again made it
possible for us to have our meeting in such a
special place.
—TIM LEACH '55

Florida
Florida Kenyon alumni, visited by
college administrators last winter, are said to
be looking younger. Not only that the dinners
and lunches were attended by more alumnae
than ever before. Emphasis on sunshine and
career opportunity, no doubt is working
favorably for all five Florida alumni
associations: Miami, Delray, Naples, Sara
sota and Clearwater-Tampa-St. Petersburg.
Joining us year 'round residents as
welcome guests were a number of snow
bunnies: Dr. and Mrs. C.H. McBurney P'66,
Julie Johnson '73, Mr. and Mrs. Scotty
MacDonald '35, Mr. and Mrs. William
Morgan P'73 and D. Morgan Smith '28.
Gambierites Phil Jordan, Doug Givens and
the Jeff Robinsons brought along all sorts of
fascinating tales about the Great Hall
refurbishing, Peirce kitchen modernization,
transitions within the Bookstore - (coffee!,
music!, a children's reading section!), a new
men/women athletic conference, and the
advancement of academic computing.
Each year brings new faces and added
energy to our associations. Already, we are
looking forward to '84.

i

J.
Jack Ingraham '31 and D. Morgan Smith '28
enjoy a Sarasota lunch.
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making the arrangements. Duffy is the
Philadelphia area social chair and a member
of the Philadelphia Alumni Association
Steering Committee.
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—CAROL A. HEIBERGER ' 74
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John Risler '68 and his wife Sue attended the
Miami dinner.

Naples
On one of the few beautiful evenings in
March, Kenyon's Naples alumni and guests
gathered in the private dining room at the
Chef's Garden restaurant. President Jordan,
Jeff and Annie Robinson '49, and Tony
Ridgway '66, greeted everyone at an opening
cocktail reception. Guests then dined on
lobster quenelles, avocado salad, roast sirloin
and a dessert created just for the occasion.
President Jordan and Jeff Robinson gave
state of the College reports which prompted a
lively discussion about the College, its goals
and needs. The continuing excitement for the
school was once again rekindled by this
yearly event.
—TONY RIDGWAY '66

The Philadelphia Alumni Association
annual dinner was held March 19. Gerrit
Roelofs was the speaker with a thoughtprovoking talk entitled "The Shield of
Achilles." Rosemary Williams '77 and Jeff
Robinson '49 provided the slide show and
information concerning current events on the
Hill. Both Leslie Dotson '81 and John
Salvucci '75 were responsible-for pulling the
banquet details together.
In the fall there was a Sunday afternoon
get together at Bob Camp's '54 home with
able assistance provided by Paul Heintz '62.
Carol Heiberger '74 attended the Kenyon
Today program for Regional Alumni
Association
Presidents
and
Career
Development Chairs in Gambier in March,
1983.
Dr. Leon Peris '51 and his wife Natalie
assisted in finding a spot for an extern at The
Philadelphia Museum of Art. Leon is running
for alumni trustee on the current ballot.
The second annual baseball outing is in
the planning stages. David Craine '75 is

%
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Thirty-six alumni, parents and guests
gathered at the Carravor Club Feb. 4, for the
Toledo Alumni Association annual dinner.
Among the guests was a contingent from the
College including Provost Jerry Irish and his
wife Pat, Assistant Alumni Director
Rosemary Williams '77 the Generics singing
group, and college counselors from two area
high schools. As usual, our Kenyon guests
presented a fine program after dinner. The
Admissions slide show was screened, Provost
Irish spoke of the diversity of today's Kenyon
students, and the Generics entertained with
songs of the '50s. The effort made by these
people to bring "a touch of Kenyon" to
Toledo was greatly appreciated by all.
—DAVID JAMIESON '77
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Philadelphia

-

Julie Johnson '73 and Frank Jones '35 do some
cutting up at a Delray lunch.

Toledo

A lively Philadelphia lunch group included
Barb Hostetler '79, Carol Heilberger '74,
Leslie Dotson '81, John Salvucci '75 and
Kenyon English professor Gerrit Roelofs.
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At a Toledo dinner assistant alumni director
Rosemary Williams '77 [right] talks with
Naywa Mikhail '82, Brad Van Cott '82 and
David Jamieson '77.

There's Still Time . .
... to help Kenyon
through your taxdeductible contribution
to the Kenyon Fund for
1982-83.
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Join the thousands of
others who have made our
campaign the most
successful ever!

DEADLINE: June 30
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CLASS NOTES

'25

Mr. Theodore C. Diller
115 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 3680
Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 443-0286 (H)
(312)443-0700 (B)

Robert L. Thebaud hopes to return in '85 for
his 60th class reunion, and says the signs look
good right now. Edgar H. Hunting, still living
in Santa Barbara, Calif., writes that he keeps
in touch with Bob each year when he visits
California. Edgar adds, "My golf gets worse
each year, but friends tell me to be happy I'm
still playing above the ground!"

'30

Mr. William G. Caples
990 Lake Shore Drive, Apt. 24-B
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(3 12) 642-5861 (H)
(312) 781-2317 (B)

The Rev. William X. Smith celebrated 50
years as a priest on Feb. 15. His wife Alice and
son Richard gave an afternoon reception in
honor of his anniversary, and several hundred
guests participated.

'31

Mr. Thomas B. Greenslade
P.O. Box 569
Gambier, Ohio 43022
(614)427-2775 (H)
(614) 427-2244 (B)

In 1982 Charles F. Vent retired from part time
work in Skokie, 111., and moved to
Perrysburg, Ohio. In January he was
designated a life member of the American
Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air
Conditioning Engineers.

'32

Mr. Richard S. Tuttle
5825 Drewry Farm Lane
Cincinnati, Ohio 45243
(513) 831-6366 (H)
(513) 621-2341 (B)

Richard B. Clark says, "I did not make my
50th anniversary in '82, but I am coming
down with my brother James '33 to celebrate
with him a year late." A wedding changed his
plans last year. His wife Jane will be at
Kenyon, as well as James and his wife.

'33

Mr. F. Merrill Lindsay
1810 West Wood Street
Decatur, Illinois 62522
(217)429-6207 (H)
(217) 428-1340 (B)

William T. Hatcher writes that his wife Lois
passed away on Aug. 21. He retired from
business in December, and will no longer be
with Gravey and Florsheim Brokerage
Company. He will work on his own com
pany, Hatcher Land Co. He plans on at
tending his 50th reunion at Kenyon in May.

'37

Mr. Edmund P. Dandridge
4316 Galax Drive
Raleigh, North Carolina 27612
(919) 737-2703 (H)
(919) 787-2703 (B)

Spring 1983

Paul L. Griffiths, Jr. and his wife "Biz"
continue to travel and play leisurely golf in
warmer climates. They still find time to
enjoy their five grandchildren. Gene Diehl
finds retirement in Sun City Center, Fla., a
little different than running the Baltimore
office of a metal warehousing firm, but not
dull. Besides golf and an active social life, he
is on 24-hour duty as an Emergency Medical
Technician each week for the local volunteer
ambulance squad.

'40

Mr. J. Donald Young
c/o J.H. Young Co.
Box 531
Carnegie, Pennsylvania 15106
(412) 835-6141 (H)
(412)923*1344 B)

Peter Taylor, short story writer, playwright
and Commonwealth Professor of English at
the University of Virginia, is one of four new
members elected to the American Academy of
Arts and Letters. He has published seven
volumes of short fiction, one novel and four
volumes of plays. His best-known collections
include The Widows of Thornton, Happy
Families Are All Alike, In the Miro District
and Collected Stories of Peter Taylor,
published in 1980. He has served as visiting
lecturer at the University of Chicago, Indiana
University, Oxford University and Harvard.
He was on the faculty of the University of
North Carolina before joining the University
of Virginia in 1967. Membership in the
Academy is considered the highest formal
recognition of artistic merit in this country.
Recognition is restricted to 50 persons chosen
for special recognition from the 250 members
of the parent body, the National Institute of
Arts and Letters. Chairs are filled only upon
the death of a member. Edward E. Barker, Jr.
retired Dec. 1 from his position as chairman
of the board of Pontiac State Bank in Detroit,
after nearly 19 years of service. He will
continue to serve as a member of the board of
directors.

'41

Mr. Thomas H. Monaghan
90 North Columbia Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43209
(614) 253-4869 (H)

David P. Rowe writes that he retired in
February 1982 from the Chicago Tribune after
42 years in sales and several management jobs
in the advertising department. "Strangely
enough," he says, "I am back selling
newspaper space at Paddock Publications in
Arlington Heights, 111., part time, working for
two fine people who worked for me at the
Tribune." His two daughters and son are fine,
and he has one grandchild, "a young man of
seven, will never see six again." His daughter
Lynwood Dahl graduated from Ohio
Wesleyan. He adds that he spends a lot of
time on the west coast of Florida where he has
several boats.

'42

Mr. James D. Logan
1207 Evergreen Road
Yardley, Pennsylvania 19067
(215) 295-9545 (H)
(215) 787-8441 (B)

James B. Guinan is enjoying retirement and
work as an interim priest in the Diocese of
Rhode Island.

'44

Dr. Thomas W. Shields
1721 Jenks Street
Evanston, Illinois 60201
(312)328-8957 (H)
(312) 664-6000 (B)

Harold T. Millikin writes from Winnetka,
111., that he has become a grandparent for the
third time. His son David and his French wife
delivered Dylan in Paris in early December.
Had's daughter Reudy Freedman is raising his
other two grandchildren in Santa Barbara,
Ca., and another daughter Anne is an
acupuncturist in Sante Fe, N.M—"a real
spread-out family!"

'45

Mr. Edward S. Shorkey
28 Southwood Drive
New Canaan, Connecticut 06840
(203) 966-1408 (H)
(617) 444-4900 (B)

Jason McCoy was re-elected vice president of
the Buckeye Council, Boy Scouts of America.
He is serving on the advisory committee for
Ohio State Senator Tom Walsh. He has three
grandchildren.

'47

Mr. Lloyd J. Derrickson
Merrill-Lynch & Company
1828 "L" Street, NW
Washington, DC. 20036
(301) 656-5580 (H)
(202) 822-3660 (B)

Edward T. Broadhurst, Jr. says he is currently
teaching math as adjunct instructor at Pace
University, Marymount College, and the
Westchester Community College. He says,
"My time is spent two ways: either
surounded by ivied walls, or in the cellar at
my desk studying to keep one step ahead or
correcting papers to see who's with me. I have
146 scholars registered. Some retirement!"
William H. Gass, David L. May
Distinguished University Professor in the
Humanities and a member of the department
of philosophy and the Writers' Program at
Washington University, has been elected to
the Institute of the American Academy and
Institute of Arts and Letters. The 250member institute honors Americans ac
complished in art, literature and music.
Members are selected by their peers who are
leading figures in the world of American arts
and letters. The academy is a more elite 50member organization. Gass has been cited
twice previously by the Academy-Institute: in
1975, with an Award for Fiction, and in 1979,
with the Merit Medal for the Novel.

'49

Dr. Bernard S. Hoyt
400 W. Washington Boulevard
Grove City, Pennsylvania 16127
(412)458-7927 (H)
(412) 662-3530 (B)

John B. Birdsall just completed his second
year as rector of the North Sassafras Parish of
St. Stephen's Church in Earleville, Md. It is a
small rural parish whose history goes back to
1692 and beyond. He says, "I am finding it
more of a challenge, and far more exciting
than I ever expected, and a great deal more
fun besides!" Rex Nelson is in his 24th year of
teaching physics at Occidental College in Los
Angeles. He is the co-author of a calculuslevel introductory physics textbook,
published by Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich.
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Stuart Elliott is also a member of the
Occidental physics department; he was a
faculty member at Kenyon in the late 1940s.

'50

Mr. Louis S. Whitaker
Principio Recess, R.D. #1
Box 338
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
(304) 277-2174 (H)
(304) 232-3344 (B)

Jerry Fink is deputy general counsel of the
Multinational Force and Observers, an in
ternational organization consisting of par
ticipation by 10 countries, which was
established by Egypt and Israel with the
assistance of the United States, to keep peace
in the Sinai. The office of the Director
General has its headquarters in Rome, and
Jerry will be there until the end of this year.
Cyrus Porter has been selected as the 1983
Easter Seal Chairman for the Easter Society
for Crippled Children and Adults of Belmont
County, Ohio. He is retired from the Allied
Chemical Corp., and was more recently
associated with L.C.P. Chemical Corp.
Robert J. Himmelright, Jr. represented
Kenyon at the investiture of Kent State's
ninth university president, Dr. Michael Sch
wartz, in December.

'51

Mr. Edward E. Karkow
35 Running Fox Road
Glen Arm, Maryland 21057
(301) 665-0287 (H)
(301) 252-1768 (B)

William H. Vickery is working full time with
the Hawaii Department of Labor. He says,
"My
retirement
is
on
again/off
again! . . . Just turned down a fairly unat
tractive job offer in Saudi Arabia, maybe I am
growing wiser in my maturing years?"
Edward Karkow reports that Mike Schiffer
had an exhibition entitled "Music for the
Eye: Photographic Improvisations on Paper,"
in Lenox, Mass, this past summer. Mike's
1978 abstract impression, "E-Flat Etude,"
was used on a promotional mailer. Richard A.
Alliegro was named divisional vice-president
and general manager, U.S. Operations, for the
Norton Company Industrial Ceramics. He
will have responsibility for marketing,
manufacturing, research and engineering of
Industrial Ceramic products in the U.S., and
will oversee development of opportunities in
Japan. Richard is a resident of Holden, Mass.

'52

Mr. Peter D. Paisley
1900 Lake Drive
Cardiff-by-the-Sea, CA 92007
(714)436-5217 (H)
(714) 756-3781 (B)

After a 19-year association with Yale
University as instructor, assistant clinical
professor, and associate clinical professor,
Willard Abrahams has been elevated to the
rank of full professor at Yale University
School of Medicine. His duties at Yale in
clude mnning a clinical service, overseeing an
immunological
research
program, and
directing the overseas activities of Yale's
opthalmology department. Besides his work
at Yale, he is also chief of opthalmology at
Memorial Hospital and an attending surgeon
at Meriden-Wallingford Hospital. He has
taught eye care in Africa, Afghanistan and
South America, and is widely published in
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scientific journals. George B. Hartmann says
he and his wife enjoyed his 30th reunion.
"My wife was very impressed with Kenyon
on this, her first visit." His daughter is
heading for engineering school in the fall, but,
he says, "maybe my son will get to Kenyon."
Mr. Allen K. Gibbs
25 Tennyson Road
Wellesley Hills, MA 02181
(617)237-1978 (H)
(617) 421-8296(B)
James P. Bruckmann is completing his 26th
year with the Cincinnati Public Schools,
serving as assistant principal at Western Hills
High School. The school, he says, graduated
three major league baseball managers—Don
Zimmer, Jim Frey, and Russ Nixon—and one
baseball star, Pete Rose. Caryl Warner's new
job title is staff vice president and assistant
controller at Allegheny International, Inc.
Boulton D. Bohr will represent Kenyon at the
inauguration of the fifth President of Agnes
Scott College.

'57

Mr. Richard E. Thompson
565 Hawthorn Lane
Winnetka, Illinois 60093
(312) 446-8607 (H)
(312) 256-6028 (B)

On Jan. 11, James W. Montgomery, Jr. spoke
at the 161st annual meeting of the American
Astronomical Society in Boston, Mass. His
topic, part of a session on the history of
modern astronomy and astrophysics, was
' 'Nathaniel
Bowditch:
American
Mathematical Astronomer." Bowditch was
the undisputed master in the United States of
the mathematics and astronomy of Isaac
Newton and subsequent astonomers, before
his death in 1838. James Montgomery teaches
at the University of Connecticut.

'58

Mr. Robert S. Price
1034 West Upsal Street
Philadelphia, PA 19119
(215)848-0995 (H)
(215) 893-4378 (B)

David C. Adams has been awarded the Jesse
H. Jones Chair of History at St. John's School.

'60

Mr. Wilson K. Roane
2006 North Point Street
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901
(414) 233-5316 (H)
(414) 424-4200 (B)

Mark Bricklin has been named group vice
president of Rodale Press in Emmaus, Pa.,
where he is editorial director of Prevention
and Spring magazines as well as. of healthrelated books and newsletters. Wilson Roane
sends word of Mark Powdermaker, who is
currently working in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Mark says, "I retired from the Cpast Guard
last year and am working as a consultant for
the Public Administration Service out of
Washington, D.C. I have been in Ethiopia
since Jan. 1982 as a consultant and plan on
staying until April '83. From there—no one
knows at this point, but I could be anywhere
in the world. People are great and travel is
wonderful.
Everyone
should
enjoy
'retirement' like this." Mark's current ad
dress is Mark Powdermaker, c/o P.A.S., P.O.

Box 2427, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Brent
Scudder is currently a dispatcher for an
airline, where he is able to take advantage of
his background in meteorology. After
graduating with a major in physics, he spent
three years in the Air Force as a weather of
ficer, was awarded his M.S. from New York
University in meteorology, served as a
meteorologist in Antarctica and in the US,
and spent three years teaching physics in an
independent school.
Mr. Patterson H. Travis
1515 Gone Away Court
Wheaton, Illinois 60187
(312) 665-6645 (H)
(312) 355-8000 (B)
Kurt E. Yeager is director of the coal com
bustion division of the Electric Power
Research Institute and is responsible for its
principal research and development program
on near-term environmental, performance
and reliability issues. In December, he
published an article entitled "Along the
Technical Front in Coal Utilization, "in the
Public Utilities Fortnightly magazine. After
15 years as a computer sales represen
tative—six with IBM, nine with Sperry
Univac—Jolin Hazelton has accepted a
position as Milwaukee branch sales manager
with Sperry. This new assignment will
require a move from Madison, Wis. to
Milwaukee, about which he and his family
are excited.

'62

Mr. Thomas J. Hoffmann
Hoffmanns, Ltd.
135 S. LaSalle
Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 446-0356 (H)
(312) 726-2800 (B)

John R. Knepper was appointed president of
the Art Institute of Pittsburgh in July. AIP,
associated with the Education Management
Corp. in Pittsburgh, is a two-year college for
commercial artists and photographers, of
fering an associate degree. Student
enrollment numbers 2000. John was formerly
assistant to the president of the Art Institute
and director of studies, dean of students and
assistant to the president of Shady Side
Academy. Roy Walker is the president of SAR
Associates, a firm which he organized to
provide consulting services on the control of
static electricity. His work since graduation
has been principally in the field of electronic
component reliability control.

'63

Mr. David A. Golnik
6809 Mayfield Road, Suite 850
Mayfield Heights, Ohio 44124
(216)473-2563 (H)
(216) 473-6220 (B)

Theodore Phillips Bissell Jr. was recently
promoted to employee relations manager in
the Worldwide Marketing Group of Federal
Mogul Corp. His son Charles started Kenyon
this year as an Honor Scholar. David Van
Looy is employed by First of Michigan Corp.
in Lansing, Mich., "closing a 12-year tour
with IBM." Roger Drabick completed
graduate work at Ohio University, and is now
employed by Eastman Kodak. He heads a
design group at Kodak which is developing
computer systems. He and his wife Karen
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have two daughters, Alyson, nine, and Beth,
four. The Drabick family lives a few miles
west of Rochester in Spencerport, N.Y.
' Zl A

Mr. George S. McElroy, Jr.
105 Preston Road
Bexley, Ohio 43209
(614) 252-0018 (H)
(614)463-6870 (B)

Thomas R, Collins married Dr. Debra
Klinman in Oct. 1981. She is now manager of
the Fatherhood Project at Bank Street College
in New York, and he is director of a research
project funded by the National Institute on
Drug Abuse at Eagleville Hospital, near
Philadelphia. Lloyd Saltus II writes, "I now
have a daughter in college. Can grandfatherhood be far off?"

/
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Mr. Denis B. Pierce
Pierce and Bashaw
116 S. Michigan, Suite 1500
Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 866-9864 (H)
(312)346-9088 (B)

Dr. Lowell S. Gaspar writes that he is still
recovering from his class reunion in 1981, and
sends his best wishes to all for the new year.
William T. Diehl has been appointed
chairman of the science department of Shady
Side Academy in Pittsburgh, Pa., where he
has been teaching for the past 12 years.

'67

Dr. Lee P. Van Voris
5944 Mahood Drive
Huntington, West Virginia 25705
(304) 736-9193 (H)
(304) 526-0557 (B)

Dr. Stephen E. Rudolph is still working at
Arthur D. Little, Inc. as a senior staff
member, doing contract research and in
dustrial consulting in organic and polymer
chemistry. His wife Julie is a research
scientist at Millipore Corp. They have a three
year-old daughter, Melissa. John W. Hackworth's address is Box 305 - S.A.I.S., Jubail
Industrial City, Jubail, Saudi Arabia. James D.
Rattray is completing his M.S. degree in
health education at State University College
at Cortland, N.Y. He recently published two
books, Kids and Alcohol and Kids and
Smoking, and is presently being funded by the
New York Health Department to direct a
"Health Risk Reduction Program." Michael
Smith has moved to Charlotte, N.C., where
he is an account director for Shotwell and
Partners, Inc. He says, "This advertising
agency has been growing the last year and a
half, and is now among the four largest
agencies in North Carolina. I handle several
accounts with most of my time being spent
on First Citizens Bank."
Mr. Howard B. Edelstein
Superior Building, Suite 900
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
(216) 464-5693 (H)
(216) 241-5840 (B)
Charles D. Maurer was just elected to a
national office in the American Psychological
Association and recently passed the special
boards in clinical psychology. He writes from
Seattle, "We continue to enjoy the Northwest
while recruiting for Kenyon . . . nice to visit
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with John Kushan and the Robinsons on a
recent Seattle stop." Yale Greenfield and his
partner David Coats opened their advertising
photography studio in Minneapolis on Dec.
19. Stuart W. Revo, currently in Bonaire, in
the Netherlands Antilles, says he is "still
awaiting the visit of old Kenyon friends to my
little-known isle and hideaway in Bonaire."
John Carman has joined the staff of The
Atlanta Constitution and The Atlanta Journal
as a television writer. He most recently
worked as television critic for the Min
neapolis Star, and before that wrote for the
Milwaukee Journal, the Duluth Herald and
News-Tribune, and the Des Moines Register.
In 1981 the Minneapolis Star nominated him
for a Pulitzer Prize in-criticism. Scott Baird is
an astronomer presently on the faculty of
Michigan State University. Last October, he
had an observing run using the IUE satellite at
NASA's International Ultraviolet Explorer
Observatory. Carl H. Beasley III served as
president of the Waynesboro Area Council of
Churches in central Pennsylvania during
1982. Mark'Sullivan has formed the law firm
of Sullivan and Pearson, P.A., in "scenic and
sunny Raleigh, N.C." He says, "Having been
in private practice for five years (after a four
year stint in army green), I have limited my
practice recently to family law/domestic
cases. My wife is working with me in our
firm, and she sees more clients than I do. We
hope
any
Kenyon alums in
the
Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill area will stop
by for a brew or two, if so inclined.

'69

Mr. Brackett B. Denniston, III
20 Old Seabury Point Lane
Duxbury, Massachusetts 02332
(617) 934-2801 (H)
(617) 223-3489 (B)

Richard Baehr and family have moved to
Chicago, riow residing at 969 Green Bay
Road, Highland Park. Richard has become the
chief operating officer of Amherst Associates,
a management consulting firm. He is still a
Georgia Bulldog fan, however. Dr. Jan
Ehrenwerth and his wife Sally announce the
birth of their second child, daughter Megan
Naomi, on Sept. 10, 1982. Jim Biddle is a
research microbiologist at the Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta, Ga. He has a
wife, two sons, a 50 year-old house, "and
more clap than any one else in the world!"
Barrett A. Toan appeared on a local program
called "People Speak" in KMOX-TV, St.
Louis, Mo. He is the director of the Division
of Social Services in the State of Missouri. He
and Deputy Director Keith Schafer were
interviewed by host Parker Wheatley about
children who are helped by the social services
departments in the state. Keith Kalinowski,
who is operations scientist for NASA's
International Ultraviolet Explorer Obser
vatory, was visited last October by Scott
Baird '68, who had an observing run using the
IUE satellite.

'70

Mr. Richard J. Brean
5700 Fifth Avenue, Apt. 4-B
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15232
(412)362-4951 (H)
(412) 562-2542 (B)

Edmund R. and Kathy Novak are the proud
parents of their first child, a son named after
his father but called Ned. This year Rog was
appointed vice president and director of

corporate finance services for Baker, Watts,
and Co., a regional investment banking firm.
Thomas C. Swiss sends the Novaks his
congratulations. He and his wife Debbie
continue to live happily in Baltimore. Their
children, Timmy, 5, and Katie, 2, keep them
very busy. His law practice is growing, and he
says, "I have had a number of cases referred
from other Kenyon alums, including Joe
Bainton '69 and Bill Hylton '64. Frank R.
Ditmars graduated
from
Princeton
Theological Seminary with a master of
divinity degree in June, and was then married
to "a marvelous woman," Nancy C. Guthrie,
on June 19. Nancy grew up in Washington,
D.C. and northern Virginia, received her
M.B.A. from the University of Virginia in
1976, and entered a business career before
deciding on the ministry and studying at
Princeton Seminary when Frank was there.
They are both currently enrolled in the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem for the year.
Robert E. Poll was married to Virginia
O'Donnell on July 17. Larry Schmidlapp '67
and Tom Shiah '69 attended. They are now
living in Chicago, 111. where he is a partner
with William Blair and Co. Perry D. Warren
is practicing law privately and is also a city
attorney for Goodland, Kan. He and his wife
Janet have two children, Emily Louise, 4 and
Britta Elizabeth, 2. Dr. James E. Nininger is
assistant director of residency training of the
Payne Whitney Clinic in Manhattan and an
assistant professor of psychiatry at Cornell
University Medical College. Major Charles
H. Matthewson is now living in Syracuse,
N.Y., where he is serving as the staff judge
advocate at Hancock Air Force Base. He and
his wife Edie have two children, Andrea, 4
and James, 2. He expects to be in New York
for about two years. Scott R. Powell and his
wife Pamela announce the birth of their first
child, Hannah Catherine, on March 15.
Dwight Delmar Hatcher married Susan
Barnes Shaw '81 on Dec. 18 inTenafly, N.J.
John Kushan was the best man. Dwight is a
member of the English department at the Rye
Country Day School, and the college adviser
there. He was formerly associate director of
admissions at Kenyon. Both he and Susan are
studying for their master's degrees at Dart
mouth College. Chester A. Amedia, Jr. visited
Bob Berger and his wife Alice and was in
troduced to their son Samuel. This summer
he visited Roger Kalbrunner, and found him
to be well. In January he and his family plan
to ski in upstate New York where he will visit
John Flanzer and his family. The eversuccessful Daniel Mark Epstein keeps busy
with his career as a professional poet. In
January he read and sang his poems (ac
companying himself on the guitar) to The
Women's Club in Richmond, Va. He also
teaches formal classes at Johns Hopkins
University, and informally as a visiting poet
at high schools. For the first three months of
this year he was teaching weekly poetry
classes at Randolph-Macon Woman's
College. People in the community were
invited to take the courses and he selected 18
students on the basis of the five poems they
submitted. Eric Allemano has returned to
New York after spending two years in
Mauritania, West Africa, where he was doing
his Ph.D. dissertation research. He plans to
graduate from Teachers College, Columbia
University in the fall of '83. Charles E. Acton
would like to say hello to everyone from
Kenyon enjoying the Southern California
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weather with him. He is currently chief of
staff at a large veterinary hospital south of Los
Angeles, but will be purchasing another
hospital this year. He asks, "Where is Earl
'The Pearl' McCardle?"

'71

Mr. Jeffrey A. Oppenheim
230 E. 57th Street, Apt. 8-C
New York, NY 10022
(212) 752-5652 (H)
(212) 575-5800 (B)

Dennis M. O'Connor reports he is still
teaching at Rham High School in Hebron,
Conn. He is serving as president of the
teachers' association and coaching a tour
nament-bound girls' basketball team. James
R. O'Dair, Jr. was awarded the juris doctor
degree from the University of Puget Sound
School of Law in Tacoma, Wash., in
December. He is an assistant parts manager
for Seattle's Downtown Datsun as well, and
while attending law school, he completed an
independent study project on computerrelated inventions and patent law. Alan J.
Rapoport is beginning his second year as
mayor of Cleveland Heights, Ohio. S. Mark
Johnson is working for an air courier service
in Manhattan and is working on developing a
comedy routine for stage and/or television
and records.

'72

Mr. Perry R. Thompson
110 N. York Street, Suite 201
Elmhurst, 111. 60126
(312) 833-2231 (H)
(312) 530-0135 (B)

Ann Worthington is a CPA and "enjoying
working in St. Petersburg, Fla." David H.
Blocksom was married to Cynthia Pike of
Circleville in Cincinnati on May 29. Many
Kenyon alumni were in attendance including:
Jim Smith, Jim Mical '74, Larry Radefeld '71,
Keith O'Donnell, Jon Guillean, Dave
Greenwood, Dennis Puntel, Norm Schmidt
'71, Ed Moran '73, Jim McCarter '73, Dudley
Radcliff, Mary Blocksom McCarter '78, and
Tom Phillips '73. Dave is currently president
of both Spectrum Development Corp. in
Cincinnati and Summit Development Corp.
of Venice, Fla., where his partner is Larry
Radefeld. Both firms specialize in residential
construction. Gerald Chalphin, effective Jan.
1, 1983, will be vice president and general
counsel of Brennan Reports, Inc., publisher of
a newsletter on tax shelters and tax planning.
He writes, "The private practice of law has
been fun, but the challenge of analyzing deals
and doing investment advisory work was too
good to pass up!" Jim Pugh and Karen Her
mann announce the birth of their first child,
Susannah Mayo, on June 30 in Cambridge,
Mass. Gordon Grant III is living in Green
River, Wy., with his wife Debbie and their
five year-old son Alex. He is a child protection
worker and volunteer for the Green River Fire
Dept.

'73

Mr. Edward J. Meyer
56Tamaques Way
Westfield, New Jersey 07090
(201) 233-7495 (H)
(212) 321-6866 (B)

David Jeffrey Highsmith is "basking un
derneath a tropical sun in the territory of
Guam, where I am assistant attorney general.
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During the past two and a half years I've
become interested in acting and have now
done 10 shows in community theater.
Recently, I took up Tae Kwan Do boxing."
Ross Eiichi Tanoue was married in December
1977, and finished medical school in June
1978. He entered an OB-GYN residency after
one year of internship and will finish in June
'83. He and his wife Joyce (Grinnell '73) have
a son, bom Jan. 6, weighing 7 lbs., 9 oz.
Michael J. Miller and his wife Sue '75 have a
new son, Ryan Michael, born Nov. 13. Ryan's
brother Andy is three years-old. Todd Page
Leavitt says Kenyon has a funny way of
haunting one's life. "Ten years ago I produced
a play on the Hill stage called Where do we go
from here, Mouseketeersl I spent the first six
months of this year advising Walt Disney
Productions concerning the launch of their
new pay television service." Most recently,
Todd has been appointed vice president of
CBS/Fox Video, involved in home video
programming. He and Lauren are expecting
their first child "momentarily." William
Kevin Fuller and Lynda Jean Bernays continue
to live in Astoria, Queens. Bill is rector of St.
George's Episcopal Church, and Lynda
teaches at the Town School in Manhattan.
They are expecting a baby in late April.
Herman C. Pitts II and his wife Melissa Lee
Mitchell Pitts '74 are pleased to announce the
birth of their second child, James Crawford,
on October 13. Mel Otten was recently ap
pointed to the editorial board of the Journal of
Emergency Medicine. He is also teaching at
the University of Cincinnati and is living "in
beautiful downtown Dewt, Ohib, with my
wife and two sons." (See story p: 12.)

'74

Mr. William A. Kozy
963 Downhill Lane
Rochester, Michigan 48063
(313) 652-9170 (H)

Steven M. Koenigsberg and his wife Gretchen
(McLain) '75 are currently living in Portland,
Maine, where Steven owns a restaurantnightclub. They have a daughter, Elizabeth
Wales, who is two years old, and they are
expecting a second child in August. Daniel
Kleinman and his wife Jane announce the
arrival of a baby boy, Joshua William, on Sept.
14. They are living in Chappaqua, N.Y. Alice
C. Fleming writes, "Last September I left
New York for Arlington, Va. Life in the 'burbs
and D.C. is infinitely saner and quieter than
the Big Apple." Clare Kendall is in Medical
School at St. Mary's Hospital, London, and
hopes to obtain her M.D. in due course. Janet
C. Noakes says, "Surprise! Tom McGannon
and I were married in Cairo, Egypt last June
and celebrated at a September reception."
The McGannons are working and residing in
New York and all are welcome at 175 West
79th Street. Attending the reception in
September were Jane Hershcopf Schreck and
husband Don, John Higgins '73, Eddie Cohen,
Eric Koppert and wife Dana, Bob and Buffy
'76 Hallinan, Roy Tucker and wife Ros, Alva
and Fritz Gahagan, Peter Moffet '73, and Kyle
McClellan '73, Steve Rodgers and wife Beth,
Tom '75 and Kathy Arnold, Neil Bloomberg
and wife Kathy, Beau Overlock '76 and wife
Joan, Kathleen Hume, Scott Miller '73 and
wife Kris, Susan McGannon '72, Jilian
Hewitt, Billy Ninninger, and Stephanie
Sakolsky Allen. Tom and Linda Sofman '77
Bullock are proud to announce the birth of
their daughter Emily Jane, on October 8.

Celia Watson Strome has just published her
first book, The Drum and the Melody, with
The Smith Press in New York. She and her
husband David Strome live on Canal Street in
New York City. Shelley M. Clark will be the
development director of
the New
Playwrights' Theatre of Washington, D.C.
Her latest fundraising activity was the
Washington gala premiere of The Pirates of
Penzance movie. Producer Joe Papp and stars
Angela Lansburg, Kevin Kline, Rex Smith and
George Rose were on hand to launch the
festivities.

'75

Mr. Stuart S. Wegener
1920 Quincy Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20011
(202) 225-3365 (B)

Barbara B. Powers and Kris Brenard were
married in Connecticut on June 1. Flying east
from Columbus for the festivities was Rusty
Cunningham '76. Currently they live in
Bethel, Ct., and Barbara is still working as a
loan officer for Manufacturers Hanover Trust.
David L. Craine was recently elected vice
president of Jackson Cross Company, a
Philadelphia-based real estate firm. He will
marry Jan Haffert on March 12. Harry Gordon
Fishleigh IV was born Sept. 21 to Harry and
Louise Fishleigh. Elizabeth L. Levitt is
happily working for the Chase Manhattan
Bank and living in New York City. She sees
Debbie Baldwin Fall frequently. She would
like to get in touch with Debbie Jansen—"I
have been trying to track her down for years!"
Her address is 315 E. 69 Street, 12A, New
York, NY 10021. John Wendler and Sandy
McKean Wendler '77 gave birth to Carolyn on
Sept. 13. "She joined us at the Minneapolis/St. Paul alumni dinner, representing
the class of 2004!" Margrit Polak '77 visited
the Wendlers for Thanksgiving to meet
Carolyn. Mary Kay Karzas is enjoying the
challenges of her new position as director of
development/alumnae relations at Chatham
Hall. She recently received an award as an
"Outstanding Young Woman of America."
Any Kenyon folks in southern Virginia should
contact her—she says, "We'll start a mini
alumni association." Elizabeth Knowles
Parker was appointed by her parents, Cortlandt and Nancy Knowles Parker, to be the
executive editor of the six newspapers of the
Recorder Publishing Co. in New Jersey. She
will be in charge of the editorial department,
and of assisting and directing local editors in
putting out their respective papers. Prior to
this new position, Elizabeth was a reporter for
the Mount Vernon [Ohio] News, special
assignment reporter for the Asbury Park
Press, and editor of the Randolph Reporter,
one of the Recorder Publishing Company's
newspapers. She is married to Mark J.
Magyar, who is night editor of the Daily
Register of Shrewsbury. They live in Bedminster. Alan S. Brody, M.D. is still in San
Francisco. He writes, "Where is Ann
Rosenberger? Love to see any of the old gang,
anytime." George and Gina Parker are now
proud home owners in Westwood, Mass.
(visitors welcome). George is still a loan
officer in the utilities division at the Bank of
Boston, and Gina is an admissions counselor
at Berklee College of Music. Mauri Librett
and Lindsey Chesbrough announce the birth
of beautiful twin boys Noah and Adam, on
Jan. 29. The Chesbroughs have recently
moved to Merion, Pa., and are anxious to hear
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from people in the area. Stewart and Elizabeth
McBride Alcorn have a new baby, Peter
O'Neill, born Sept. 28 weighing 8 lbs, 2 oz.
He joins Samuel, now two and a half. The
Alcorns are busier and happier than ever.
Hawley Todd, Jr. just returned to the States
after living for three months in a Hindu
monastery in India. He is preparing to enter
the Episcopal ministry. David Weller is living
in Rockport, Mass. He started a company
called Low Key, Inc., which designs and
manufactures membrane switches. It is in its
second year of operation. From time to time,
David runs into John Newberry and his wife,
who also live in Rockport. John works for
Extrion Division of Varian, and these days
prefers the name of "Van." Bob Handle and
his wife are also Rockport residents. Joan
Hope Baldwin is engaged to marry Geoffrey
Louis Rossano in August. She is a director of
Raynham Hall, a historic house museum in
Oyster Bay, Long Island. Dr. Rossano was
formerly a vice president at the New York
State Urban Development Corp., and now
teaches history and investment at the
Salisbury School in Connecticut. He
graduated from Tufts University and has a
doctorate in American history from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Eric H. Avery was named the coordinator of
the county drag and alcohol abuse program in
Glen Burie, Md. He was formerly assistant
coordinator, and replaces Robert Kramer, who
left the program to take a seat in the
Maryland House of Delegates. Eric has been
with the nationally acclaimed program since
its inception in 1979, and was recently
credited with "playing a very important role
in (its) development and implementation."
He lives in Arnold, Md., with his wife and
three children. Thomas W. Wilson married
Elizabeth Ann Smith on August 14, 1982, and
reports they are expecting a baby in mid to
late June. Tom Shively '76, Lisa Shively '76,
and Ben Wold '76 travelled from Chicago for
the wedding. David A. Meyer announces his
engagement to Helen Chiongson of
Sacramento, Calif. The wedding will take
place on July 30. Donna J. Bertolet will
represent Kenyon at the inauguration of the
president of Wilmington College.

76

Mr. Steven J. Alex
G.R. Osterland
2410 Scranton Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44113
(216) 221-6561 (H)
(216) 241-2215 (B)

Tanna L. Moore has a new job as sales
promotion consultant at U.S. Com
munications. She says she is "moving into a
new condo which is—would you believe—a
restored grain elevator, an architectural
masterpiece. Anyone who visits Minneapolis
should call." Skip Osborne has a more than
regular attendance at Spago, a fashionable
Hollywood eatery, according to Mark Holub
'77. Richard Currie recently began working as
a staff fellow at the National Institute of
Health in Bethesda, Md. He will be working
on the regulation of antibody gene expression
in mouse lymphomas.

77

Ms. Nina P. Freedman
25 Central Park West
New York, New York 10023
(212)489-6069 (H)
(212) 788-3500 (B)
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Michael Arenson is living in Santa Cruz, Ca.,
working with architects designing solar
buildings, teaching classes on solar energy,
and dabbling in the personal computer
market. He says he is also getting more in
volved in local politics, "possibly as a
defensive strategy in response to the con
servative federal administration." He would
like to hear from Jeff Sandy, Jeanette Thomas,
and Chris and Mrs. Wilson. His address is 218
Walk Circle, Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060. Susan
B. Zimmerman is now Susan Z. Sacks. She
was married on Nov. 21 to Fred Sacks, and the
couple is living in Locust Valley, N.Y., on the
grounds of Portledge School, where Susan
teaches Spanish. Stacy Offner co-officiated
the wedding ceremony, and Nina Freedman
was a bridesmaid. Benjamin Lord married
Susan Leslie Friedman on Jan 8, in Heinz
Memorial Chapel in Pittsburgh. Susan is a
graduate of St. John's University in Sante Fe,
N.M., and works as a scientific programmer
at Science Applications Inc. in Washington,
D.C. Benjamin is a production administrator
for Taft Publishing in Washington. Mark
Holub writes that Trice Koopman was
married in September to Mark Freund, a
special effects photographer. At the ceremony
in Hartford were Susan James, Sarah Rausch,
and Margrit Polak. Trice and Mark are
residing in Los Angeles, where Trice has
joined in a partnership to open her own talent
agency, ATM Associates. Mark Holub has a
position with ATM. He recently branched
with Lenny Felder '76 and Peter Reiss '76, and
often sees Rosemary Brandenburg '78 and
Debbie Robbins '78, who has become an
independent film producer. He invites any
and all Kenyon folk to come out and do lunch.

'78

Mr. Douglas Q. Holmes
51 Sachem Village
West Lebannon, NH 03784
(603) 643-3162 (H)

Lori Braun married Allen P. Jackson on Aug.
28. Martha Sasser was a bridesmaid. Nancy E.
Herrold has started practice with the law firm
of Vorys, Sater and Pease in Columbus, Ohio.
One of her colleagues is former classmate
Anne Griffin. Michael D. Manhart and his
wife Karen are expecting their first child this
spring. The summer will bring the long
awaited completion of his doctoral thesis in
microbiology. Edward S. Brokaw writes, "I
ask everyone in our class to get off their
behinds and show up at our reunion in May,
especially Ky." Elsa H. Hales received an
M.Div. from the Episcopal Divinity School in
May 1982. On Oct. 12 she was ordained a
deacon, and is serving as a curate at St.
Stephen's Episcopal Cathedral in Harrisburg,
Pa Janet Supowitz writes, "I am back in the
starving student role. This time, I'm finishing
up a master's degree in occupational therapy
at the University of Southern California.
Besides finishing up my required coursework
and beginning work on my thesis, I just got a
part time job as a research assistant at Rancho
Los Amigos Hospital in Downey, Calif."
Dave McGue is working on an M.B.A. at the
University of Colorado in Boulder. David
Feldman finished his Ph.D. in economics at
Duke over the summer—"But can I find a
job?!" Nicholas Arnett recently moved to San
Jose, Calif., where he is enjoying skiing and
climbing. He is working as a freelance writer,
which includes a contract position with
Creative Strategies International as a Project

Director, researching telecommunications;
some fun writing about stand-up comics; and
a book about hi-rise fires, with a Las Vegas
physician. He teaches broadcasting at the Ron
Bailie School of Broadcast, part-time.
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Mr. John J. Giardino III
605 West Ferry Street
Buffalo, New York 14222
(716) 884-9449 (H)

Robert B. O'Connor was recently hired by
John Malmo Advertising, Inc., in Memphis,
Tenn., as account manager. He was
previously assistant manager for Procter &
Gamble's surgical products division in
Cincinnati and Memphis. Frederick W.
Clarke and Bonnie J. Smith were married on
June 19, 1982, in Trinity Episcopal Cathedral,
Columbia, S.C. Clifford A. Edge was in the
wedding party, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Iliff
were also present. Fred and Bonnie will be
graduating from Yale Divinity School this
May, and are looking forward to ordination in
June: he in the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ), she in the Episcopal Church. Sharon
Lando married Edward Weisberg, a doctoral
candidate in biology at Carnegie-Mellon
University, on June 20. Sharon is enjoying her
job as a research engineer for Westinghouse
Electric Corp. Peter A. Hoagland was ap
pointed associate promotion planning and
development manager of vodka for Heublein
Spirits, a unit of the Heublein Spirits and
Wine Co. He will be responsible for
promotional and merchandising activities for
Smirnoff, Popov and Relska vodkas. Claire
Bass is at the American Academy of Dramatic
Arts in Pasadena, Calif., furthering her
performance study. She's also working for
NBC television in Burbank as a creative
consultant for the daytime television show,
Fantasy. She says she still keeps very close
contact with Breezy Salmon; "The greatest
stunt she pulled this summer was backstage
at a Kenny Rodgers concert. We had been out
for a big dinner before the show and
something we ate just didn't agree with
Breezy. And it agreed even less with Kenny
Rodgers' ostrich-skin boots!!" HunterGroton
performed a number of his own compositions
on piano, in a concert with oboist Dr.
Frederick Meyers, at St. Mark's Towers in
Brunswick, Ga. He is also assistant manager
of the Cloister Hotel. Edmund Hartt says,
"Repairing wooden boats may be neat but it
sure is thin in the winter. Maybe this year I'll
organize into a business, and join the
mainstream. Being a hippie boatbuilder can
go only so far." He lives in Bath, Me. Dave
Bucey writes that Dave Peterson and Meg
Welch were married in November in Huntington, Conn. Bill Byron served as best man.
Kenyonites
Tom
Pappenhagen,
Tracy
Teweles, Jeff Place, Karen Gardner '80, and
Anne '78 and Dave Bucey were present. After
a festive wedding reception, the couple
departed for a Vermont honeymoon.
Meanwhile Pappenhagen, Gardner and the
Buceys descended upon Teweles' Park
Avenue apartment and continued the
merrymaking in New York City. Just in time,
too, for Teweles has since fled the Big Apple
for Chicago. The Petersons are now living in
Atlanta, where both work for Trust Company
Bank. At last report, they were in the midst of
buying a house. A. Maecile Eastin will
represent Kenyon at the inauguration of the
president of Centre College. Ltjg Bruce
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Brownell is living in Yokosuka, Japan, where
he is serving as main propulsion assistant
onboard the USS White Plains. He encourages
all to stop by next time you're in the neigh
borhood for a free bowl of gohan.

'80

Ms. Cheryl L. Ririe
10115 Leavitt Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60643
(312) 445-5556 (H)
(312) 233-1400 (B)

Diane Elam writes she is doing well in
Providence, R.I., studying English literature
in a joint master's/Ph.D. program at Brown.
She would like to hear from Kenyonites in the
area. Maureen Corcoran and her husband
Brian Ranee are enjoying English life, but
lament the scarcity of good ice cream and
Wendy's hamburgers. Chris Gould visited
them for a fun-filled, rain-soaked week in
November. David R. Cohen is engaged to be
married to Bonnie Azran of Lowell, Mass., in
the early fall. James J. Freedman is a member
of the board of directors of IMAT Corporation
of Fla. He will be joining the N.Y. firm of
Phillips, Lytle, Hitchcock, Blaine and Huber,
upon graduation from law school this spring.
Ann L. Myer is currently employed by
Travelers Insurance Co. in Chicago, working
as an account representative in the pen
sion/group investment department. Barbara
Glaessner is living in Washington, D.C.,
running The After-School Art Workshop,
where she teaches 25 students studio art. She
is also designing and knitting sweaters on a
commission basis.

'81

Mr. Clark S. Kinlin
Box 43 A, R.D. #2
Spencer Hill Road
Corning, New York 14830
(607) 962-3044 (H)
(607) 974-8822 (B)

Laura Jones Nelson is now working for the
American Dental Association as the editorial
coordinator for The Journal. George Nelson is
enjoying his work with Mills-American
Envelope Co. Laura A. Hardenbergh writes,
"After spending the first year after graduation
working as a dining room supervisor at a
Stouffer's in Cleveland and taking computer
courses at night, I am now working for a
mini-computer vendor called Four-Phase
Systems, in their Cleveland office, as an
associate systems engineer. After training for

a /us

six months in Dallas, look out Cleveland—
the software fix-it person is ready for
anything!" Wendy MacLeod is a director with
The Source theater company in Washington,
D C. Susan Barnes Shaw married Dwight
Delmar Hatcher '70 in December, in Tenafly,
N.J. John Kushan was best man. Susan is a
master's degree candidate in special
education at Dartmouth College, and Dwight
is a master's degree candidate in liberal
studies there. After a trip to Florida, the
couple will live in Harrison, "N.Y. Edmund
Bennett III plans a June, 1984 wedding to
Patricia Pasko. He is employed by General
Contracting Co. in Lakewood, N.J. Susan A.
Santangelo is engaged to Nicholas S.
Haponik, of Alexandria, Va. She is employed
as a department manager of Garfinkel's.
Congressman
Richard
Ottinger, DMamaroneck, N.Y., appointed his former
press secretary to staff assistant, and Clarence
Grebey will take over as press secretary. He
has been with the Ottinger staff since
February, 1982. Jonathan A. Bernstein is alive
and well in Cincinnati. He is in his second
year at U.C. Medical School. Garret B.
Hannegan went to work for his cousin Steve
Beardsley after bidding farewell to Gambier
last December. They drove over all of Indiana
in Beardsley's bid for U.S. Senate. He swit
ched to the race for secretary of state and lost
in November. Garret is currently chief in
vestigator in the Floyd County prosecutors
office. He was married on Sept. 4 to
"sweetheart" Tori Vaughn '82. They live in a
small, "thoroughly domestic" apartment in
New Albany. Amy Huston wants to say a
grand bonjour to everyone, all the way from
Iowa. She is finishing her last semester in the
master's of French program as well as serving
as teacher's assistant. Next year she will put
her training to good use as an assistant in a
French lycee, teaching English. She will be in
Poitiers, strategically located in horse
country, and she dreams of someday studying
dressage at the National Cavalry School of
Riding. Kerry Hall is engaged to be married to
Shaura M. Scott of Ann Arbor. He.continues
to enjoy teaching sixth grade at Keith County
Day School in Rockford, 111. He recently saw
Steven and Wendy Penn '79, Peter Flanzer
'80, and Bob Weiss '80.

/
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Mr. James (Jimmy) G. Allen
4522 S. 31st Street, Apt. 103
Arlington, Virginia 22206
(703) 931-0401 (H)

Anne C. Ludington is currently working in a
brokerage firm, Newhard, Cook & Co., as
assistant to the head of the options depart
ment. She and Karin M. Hart ma nn spent
September and October travelling around
Europe. Karin is now working as an assistant
stage manager at the Michigan Opera Theatre
for the productions of The Marriage of Figaro
and The Sound of Music. She says she's
having a wonderful time. Becca Murphy is
working in the media department at William
Esty Co. advertising. Her new address is 182
East 95th Street, New York, N.Y. 10028.
Randi Sue Fireman plans a late summer
wedding to Richard Allan Seid, a graduate of
the University of Rochester and financial
advisor for a Wall Street brokerage firm.
Randi is a micro-computer training specialist
in Fairfield, Ct. Peter S. Austin is in Pittsbugh
for a while, working at the Mellon Bank in
the Community Banking Dept
as a
management development trainee. He says,
"Although it's not quite the same as reading
Faulkner, it is as interesting." Tom Keene
and Paul Gambal will be playing spring
lacrosse in Washington, D.C
for the
Washington Lacrosse Club. Paul is in a
management training program for Colonial
Parking Inc. in Washington. Bill Edwards has
joined the staff of Talladega [Ala.) Daily
Home newspaper. He will cover the city beat.
Prior to this position he worked in Anniston,
Ala., both for three months as director of
development at the Konoho School, and for
two summers in the newsroom of WDNG
radio. Andy Sappey writes, "I am living in a
dive in Madison, Wis., attending the
university. I am attempting to complete my
first year of grad school while teaching and
trying to maintain something resembling a
social life. All kinds of great new things have
happened to me, the best of which is that I
will be married to Beth Bimey '83 in May 84.
Surprise!" Keith Krusz is teaching at
Chatham Hall in Chatham, Va. He teaches
calculus, pre-calculus, and geometry. He
says, "Tell Holmberg and Sparks to get their
letters written." Brian K. Wilbert is studying
for the Episcopal priesthood at Bexley Hall in
Rochester, N.Y. He looks forward to seeing
some of the class of 1982 at the 1983 com
mencement. He "expects to spend the
summer of 1983 as a chaplain at Yellowstone
National Park—preaching among the bears!"

the good reader that makes the good book
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William H. Thomas, Jr. '36,1914-1983
William H. Thomas, Jr. '36 in Tucson,
Ariz, on March 9 at the age of 68. Bill was
the kindest and most selfless of men. His
smile, his laugh, his unfailing memory for
names and faces were the outward and
visible signs of a generous spirit. This
special quality was recognized early by
undergraduate friends at Kenyon. A 1935
Hika article comments "Indeed it must
have been a happy day in April 1914 when
Bill Thomas came into the world."
Throughout his life friends and co-workers
have echoed this sentiment. He left a
successful business career to give the most
productive years of his life, not for selfadvancement, but for Kenyon College. He
found time for dedicated service as a
layman of the Episcopal Church, chairing
the annual Campaign for Bexley and the
development
commission of
the
Association of Episcopal Colleges; and he
was an active participant in community
projects such as hospital administration
and health planning. The citation for Bill's
honorary degree in 1978 at the time of his
retirement reads:
"Businessman
administrator,
Kenyon alumnus par excellence. Your
love for Kenyon quickened in your student

DEATHS
Frederick P. Young 1919 of Palm Beach, Fla.
He was 86. Mr. Young was active in Alpha
Delta Phi at Kenyon. He entered the military
in 1917. He joined Western Electric in New
York and served as manager for the company
in Brazil, Singapore and India. At the time of
his retirement Mr. Young was supervisor of
securities and manager of foreign companies
for Western Electric. Mr. Young was a
member of Bethesda Church and Rotary in
Palm Beach. He is survived by three step
daughters and one step-son.
Francis Ginn '32 on Jan. 28, 1983. He was 73.
Mr. Ginn was the son of the late Frank
Hadley Ginn and Cornelia Winifred Root
Ginn and a native of Gates Mills, Ohio. A
resident of Hendersonville, N.C., Mr. Ginn
was a retired dairy farm owner and operator,
first in Novelty, Ohio, and later in Dickerson,
Md. Shortly after his retirement, Mr. Ginn
resided in Eaton, Md. He is survived by his
wife, Lois Erickson; his daughters, Mrs.
George W. Welder III, of Downington, Pa.;
Mrs. Cornelia Ganely, of Naples, Fla.; Mrs.
Lenwood Poole, of Roswell, Ga. and Mrs.
Allyn Miller, of Naples, Fla.; his son,
Jonathan T., of Easton, Md.; his brother,
Alexander; his sisters, Mrs. William Powell
Jones and Mrs. Frank K. Griesinger; and 11
grandchildren.
John Dahner Greaves '37 on Jan. 10 in
Independence, Mo. He was 68. Mr. Greaves
was born in Chicago and lived in the area for
42 years. He was a sales representative for
Blue Cross and Blue Sheild for 18 years,
before his retirement in 1972. A member of
the Missouri-Kansas Rail Passengers
Spring 1983

days, tempted you to devote spare time to
alumni service during your years as
successful entrepreneur and industrialist
and finally drew you away from commerce
in Cleveland back to alma mater in
Gambier two decades ago, a volunteer for
your college turned pro. As vice president
and as alumni director you helped Kenyon
to grow in resources and in excellence by
enlisting through your contagious en
thusiasm countless alumni and friends to
join in support of the College. You have
met problems with wisdom, faced
frustration with diumor and accepted
success with modesty. Kenyon salutes you
for enduring loyalty, for devoted labors
and for the lasting value of your work to
the present and future College."
Bill is survived by his wife Betsy;
daughters Constance Thomas Mooradian
of Colorado and Nancy Thomas Helle of
Gambier; his mother Ella A. Thomas of
Cleveland; sister Eleanor Thomas of
Westlake, Ohio and four grandchildren.
Another daughter, Marianne Thomas
Joseph, died last summer. The family
suggests that contributions may be made
to the William H. Thomas, Jr. Scholarship
Fund at Kenyon (see p. 1).

Coalition and the National Association of
Railroad Passengers, he was also an honorary
fellow of the Harry S. Truman Library
Institute. Mr. Greaves is survived by his wife,
Corinne A. and son Dan, of Independence; his
daughter Mrs. Jacqueline Martin of Merriam;
his brother, William Greaves of Geneva, 111.;
his sister, Mrs. Barbara Bulger, of Seattle; and
two granchildren.
Pierre B. Aiman '40
Norman C. Smith '40 on Mar. 11 in Miami,
Fla. He is survived by his mother, Elizabeth
Smith, of Chardon, Ohio; and a daughter,
Leslie Smith Troutman, of Hudson, Ohio.
Donald Edward Perry '43 on April 25 in
Tallahassee, Fla.
Richard Alexander McClave 1947 Mr.
McClave was born and reared in Uhrichsville,
Ohio, and was a long time resident of New
Philadelphia. He was the owner and operator
of Liberly Coal Company, in Dover, and first
vice president of the First National Bank,
Dennison. Mr. McClave graduated from Yale
University in 1947 with a degree in industrial
engineering. While at Kenyon he played
baseball and basketball and was a member of
Beta Theta Pi.
The Rev. Albert Mason '48 on Feb. 10, 1983
in Gulf Breeze, Fla. He was 70. A native of
Binghamton, Mr. Mason made his home in
Lodi and Gulf Breeze, Fla. for the past several
years. He was a retired Episcopal minister and
had served as an associate priest at the
Church of the Epiphany. A graduate of the
General Theological Seminary in New York
City, he received a master's degree in library
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William H. Thomas, Jr. '36

science in 1960 from the State University of
New York. Father Mason was a veteran of
World War II, a member of the VFW and
professor emeritus of Long Island University.
Surviving are his wife, Irene Owens Mason, of
Gulf Breeze; his daughter, Emma Lu Mason,
of Lodi; and his sister, Elizabeth Champion,
of Knoxville, Tenn.
John David Nesbet '49 on Feb. 13 in Saratoga,
Calif. He was 55. Dr. Nesbit, a urologist at
Kaiser-Permanente Medical Center, Santa
Clara, was born in Cleveland, Ohio, the son
of Clarence K. and Elsie Bowen Nesbet. He
graduated from Lakewood, Ohio, High School
and served in the army from 1946 to 1948.
After graduating from Harvard Medical
School in 1953, Dr. Nesbet interned in
Bangor, Maine, was a resident in urology at
Stanford Medical School from 1955 to 1959
and joined the Kaiser Permanente Medical
Center in 1961. He married Pamela Thirkield
in 1953. He is survived by his mother, of Los
Gatos, Calif.; his brother, Robert K. Nesbet,
of Monte Sereno, Calif.; and his children
Catherine, David, Heather (Mrs. J. Keith
Duffy), Laura, Honor and Christopher.
Donald Bradbury York '78 on Mar 17 in New
York City. He was 28. Mr. York grew up in
New York City and attended Kent's Hill
preparatory school in Maine. Following
graduation from Kenyon he attended the
Trinity Lutheran Seminary in Columbus and
had recently received a master's degree. Mr.
York's interests included psychology and
religion. A memorial fund has been
established in his name at Trinity Lutheran
Seminary, 2199 East Main Street, Columbus,
Ohio 43209. Mr. York is survived by his wife,
Elizabeth Carson; their daughter Sarah; his
parents Gordon Bradbury York and Harriet
Glover of New York City; and a sister Pamela
of New York City.
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